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EVALUAT ION

The projected conversion of the Defense Communication System (DCS) frum

a predominantly analog system to a predominantly digital system has created

the need for more efficient utilization of frequency spectrum. This is a

dl'ect result of the lore demanding spectral requirements !mposed by digital

signals.

A first step In obtaining efficient utilization of spectrum over digital

microwave chanoels has become a reality in the Broadband Digital Modem

Program. Bandwidth efficiencies which heretofore wero no better than one bK'/

sec of data per Hz of RF Bandwidth have been doubled via this program to two

b I ts/sec/Hz.

Hardware in breadboard form was successful ly tested over the RADC

Microwave System. All design objectives were not only met but Improved upon.

Additional work will continue in this araa to obtain even hiaher

Bandwidth etficiencies most no-ably with cross-polarization, more efficient

modulation technique design, and development of linear power amplifiers. A

follow-on experimental model of the Broadband Digital Modem will also, be

deveoped In the FY76-77 time frame.

l/BR I )4 M. HENDR ICKSON

Project Engineer
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Section I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 OBJECTIVE

The objective of this program wcs to develop a practical rnoem technique

providing the mecas to trunk a large volume of digitized voice channels withil. the present

FrDM-FM bandwidth allocations. Specificu!ly, a bandwidth efficiency of 2 bits per hertz

-7of RF bancvidth and a bit error of 10 or less at an Eb/No of 20 dB were detied. These

characteristics, provided in conjunction with hard-limiting radio set, alloy, efficient

conversion of analog FDM-FM line-of-sight microwave systems to digital operation by

replacement of the modulation elements.

1.2 APPROACH

The program consisted of three major phases. During the first phase, an

analytical study of constant-envelope modulation techniques was performed to locate

candidates providing the desired performance. In the second phase, the selected tech-

niques were evaluated In terms of implementation complexity and operational character-

istics. The best approach was selected and a breadboard model constructed. The bread-

board performance ch, racteristics were evaluated in the laboratory and on actual micro-

wave links in the fiial phase.

1.3 RESULTS

It was determined that 4-ary FSK was the best signal design, given the per-

formance objectives and the constant-envelope constraint. A continuous-phase, coherent

detection, multisymbol observation modem was constructed and successfully tested. The
-7

performance objective of a 10 bit error rate at an EW/No of 20 dB was bettered by

approximately 0.5 dB in laboratory tests.
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A major accomplishment of this program was the development of a demodula-

ticn Aechnique for FSK providing near optimum performance (based on the sigrnl structure)

with modest hardware complexity. The performance and complexity of the modem are

comparable to more conventional designs, with the added advantages of operation with

hard-limiting amplifiers and reduced RF filtering requirements.

1.4 REPORT ORGANIZATION

The results of +he analytical effort are pre-ented in Sect'on II. The imple-

montation comide-ations and trade-offs are deszribed in Section III. Section IV discusses

the design and construction of the breadboard unit. In Section V, the test program and

results are presented. The conclusions and recommendations are in Section VI.
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= ~Section II

THEORETICAL RESULTS

2.1 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Currant trends indicate a continued evolution toward an all-digital military

communications network. Existing analog voice/data communications r er the 4-kHz

channel will be replaced by Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) and Time Division Multiplexing

(TDM). In the oxisting FDM-FM system, each 4-kHz baseband channel requires a trans-

mitted RF bandwidth of approximately 32 kHz. The pklnned digital system requires 64

kb/s per 44-Hz baseband channel. Conventional digital modulation techniques such as

QPSK provide a bandwidth efficiency of approximately I bit per hertz of RF bandwidth.

Thus, each baseband channel occupies 64 kHz of RF bandwidth and the system channel

capacity is reduced by a factor of 2 if the RF bandwidth is not increased. In many in-

stances, additional bandwidth allocations are not available.

The existing analog FDM-FM line-of-sight microwave system represents a

substantial investment in fixed plant. Although portions of this system are somewhat dated

and have a limited life expectancy, many sections are relatively new, and, if digital

conversion rather than totoa replacemetit were possible, a substantial investment savings

could result. The existing radios utilize hard-limiting power amplifiers almost exclusively,

and this practically limits the choice of modulation to constant-envelope technques.

The objective of th+is prngram was to develop a practical modem technique

providing a bandwidth efficiency of 2 bits per hertz of RF bandwidth with hard-limiting

radio sets. The RF bandwidth is defined as that portion of the radiated signal spectrum

wherein 99% of the signal power is contained. The ,erfonnance objective was a bit error

rate (BER) of 10- 7 or less, at an Eb/No of 20 dB. It was further desired that the modem

interface at an IF of 70 MHz and thnt application of the modem not require RF filters or

linearization of the power amplifier to ac' .,/e the desired performance.

9
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2.2 GENERAL APPROACH

The analytical task focused on locating constant-envelope signals which

simultaneously provided the desired BER and spectral requirerrnts. The class of signals

Investigated is of the fom•

S1 (t) = Acos(wctt+ 01(t))

wNhere

A constant envelope

tic = carrier frequency

@(t) = infonmation--carrying angle modulation

This signal is compi'b--ly deEned by a p!ot of the phase (relative to the carrier phase)

versus time. This plot will be referred to as the phase trajectory plot. Some examples

of phase trajecior/ plots for familiar signals are iliustrated in Figure 1. The distinction

between accumulated and nonaccumulated phase trajectories is shown in Figure 2. Two

techniques for jointly optimizing BER arid spectral occupancy were utilized. It was con-

cluded that continuous-phase 4-ary FSK was the best choice for the signal structure.

2.3 ANALYTICAL APPROACH

In the analytical approach, expressions were developed for BER and spectral

occup~ani and an attempt was made to mathematically optimize the two expressions.

The expressions used for specifal occupancy are developed in Appendix A. A union
bo.und approximation was utilized for BER.

s M i=I =-

10i
10



Binary

Split-Phase FSK:
(Nonoccumulated Phase)

0(t)

-g 'I"

Binary

Continuous-Phase FSK:
(Accumulated Phase)

t

Figure 1. Phase Trajectory Plots
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0T2T 3T

Nonaccurnulated Phase

t

Accumulated PhaseJ

Figure 2. Distinction Between Accumulated and Nonaccumulated Phase !r-,Iectories
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wIrWe Ps symbol error probability

Llji = c•.trrelotion coefficient betwen the Ith and ith signals

iEs energy i,,r symbol

No one-sided noise density

0X

For constant-envelope signalling
=: #fa [()] dt (2)

0

where *2 (t) = the phase trajoctory for the ith symbol

Combining (1) and (2) and overbounding

ONx < 1A• / 22 (3)

Seyels _Es/2No e Es/2NoT fcos[02 (t)- 2 (t) dt

-2M 1 i= 0 (4)i•2

Equation (4) is the union bound on symbol error rote for constant-envelope signals. Using

Equation (4) and the expression derived in Appendix A for spectral occupancy, a calcu!us

of variations approach was used to locate a phase trajectory which minimized spectral

occupancy subject to a performance :onstraint.

In general, this approach did not yield useful results. It was concluded that

finding an analytical solution for optimum tralectories was not possible within the time

scale of the study. As an alternative, the performonce of specific trajectories was ana-

lyzed as described in the following paragraphs.

13



2.4 COMPU"PEI SEARCH "

Since th signal design effort for finding good modulation techniques by

analytical menws was not successful, a computer search technique was Implemented.

This effort used the computer program for spectral occupancy described In Appendix B,

and was developed durinrg the study. h is capable of computing the spectral occupancy

of very general types of angle modulation. The classes of signals considered are those

angle-modulated signals for which the only mechanism of intersymbol influence inherent

in the modulation is that the phase of the sinusaid at the beginning of a signal is depend-

ent on the data history. Other than this starting phase, the shape of the phase function

during a symbol time is dependent only on the symbol being transmitted; the shape can be

completely arbitrary.

The computer program evaluates, on the analytical basis pre%ented in Appen-

dix A, the percent power within any bandwidth for cny M-ary angle-modulation signal.

In the computer program, the shape of the M-ary phase functions [Wks(t), k=1,MI Is I
approximated by up .,o 32 phase steps over the symbol time. M can range from 2 to 16.

It was fou#d that the 32 -step approximation to the phase functions gives essertially the

same 9 9-percent spectral occupancy bandwidth as continuous phase functons.

2.,,k.1 Nonoccumulative Phase Trajectories

2.4.1.1 M-ary PSK - No Pulse Shaping

M-ary PSK is one of the most common types of constant-envelope signalling.

It has the advantage of being relatively simple to generate and to demodulate. Since the

scheme is one of the more common modulation techniques, its performance relative to the

goals of the study should be known.

Unfiltered M-ary PSK, for all M, with the phases equispaced 0 to 2 1r, has

the wdll known (sin x/x)2 spectral density. The 99 -percent spectral occupancy is roughly

20 times the symbol rate for all M. Since the bhi is (log2 M) times symbol rate, the

spectral occupancy of course change% with M. Th- .5ercent spectral occupancy for

14



binary is 20 tkm bit raft ond for 4-ory (quodhas) Is 10 ti*we. M' rte. Mcry PSK

was used as a check a for the ,u, csl occupancy progiam end gave the results of

Figum 3, which are bond upon the (sin (x/x)2 ecumm. Thus the pimpgri w cowect

for this test Gma.

The spectral occupancy of the unffltered 0 to 2wr equispoced phoae PSK

signalling schema is excesive in relation to the study goals. For a 99-percent spectral

occupancy of 0.5 times bit role, fur eommple, Figure 3 Indicates M would have to be

very large, as determined by:

"99% W = 0 x sywol rte

20= ~X bit rote
1092 M

0.5
1092 M

M = 240 for99%BW-O.5xbitrate

An M this large is obviously impractical. The behavior of spectral occupancy

was examined as the phase deviation wjs reduced, as in Figure 4. The Mi phases are

equispaced by 0, but for a total spread in phase less than 27r. It can be shown that the

spectrum contains a continuous part having (sin x/x) form and a spectral line at the

center frequency.

If the phase relative to carrier is e, for the ith signal, then It can be shown

that the fraction of total power placed in the ccrrier is

PC lei 2 (5)

rc 11 1

i-I
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Figure 4. Reduced Phase Deviation M-ary PSK
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The emaminlng fraction.o por, (i4-), Is In the (sin x/x)2 continuoporto ! the

pectrum, By the strict definitko of spectral occupancy as the bandwidth within which

a given frction of total pv~ It contained, the sp:ctral occupancy of Wts type of

M-vr) PSK Is computed In the Mllowing way. The total power in a bandwidth I Is

given by

Pa " P,+ Power I A of (sin x 9

or

PB PC + 0 -PC) Ps (6)

wherm P. is the percent power contained in B of a (sin x,/x) 2 spectrum as given in

Figure 3.

Note that the carrier power is counted toward fulfilling the qectral occu-

peacy goal. The spectral line ao the carrier contIim no data information. The continuous

spochrum is the doia-carrying portion. The presence -4 t-ge discrete spectral lines con

le&d to a misleading spectral occupancy figure for the slgnalllng scheme. The 99-percent

spectral occupancy may bear no relation at oll to the required banwcldth for signalling
with the modulation schemen. For , a iple, one could design o PSK scheme which has

99-jpecent of the total radiated power In the carnier, which has a strict definition spectral

occupa~ncy of zeoto bandwidth. Obviously, any aiio• to operato the signalling scheme

through a bandwidth anywhere near as narrow as the 99-percent spectral occupancy ore

danmed to failure. All this is pointed out to highlight the fact that one inould he appro-

priately skeptical of the specification of spectral occupancy alone as an indication of the

required bandwidth for communication with a signalling scheme.

Figure 5 shows the performance attainable with the reduced phase deviation

M-ary PSK schemes for various 99-perce.t spectral occupancies around rnm-half bit rate.

The curvo plot the d loss relative to coherent antipodal binary PSK of a cohemnt re-

ceiver versus the 9 9-percent spectral occupancy. An implicit panmeter at a given point

18
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em tOw cws I s q6ncing be!wve phome. As is reduced the p rctral occupancy

h isumd , mud *. pefeminces slmulusmeuely degraded. As an example of how

Ripm wsm ebldned, msldw t"e binary ase. •rst, let the 9 spacing necomr,, to

y1*Wd V9-6prewsm Ipml eces•iancy eq"ls one-half bit rote be found. Froew. Equation

(6), we have

Pl " .9 CP t(1-Pc) p, (7)

Ps th fectlon of the cntinuous (sin x/x)2 pow" in a one-half bit rote band. Is given

.99 - PC (1"Pc) (.465)!

of

PC .982 (8)

E- qu a tl o n (8 ) I nd i c at e s th at 9 8 . 2*1 e fi tn t o f th e t o t al W U itte d p o w tot ff c t f b 46 F K t ; nii
Carrir to attain 99 -percent spectral occupnncy of one-half bit rate. Combining Equo-

tions (5) ond (8) allows one to solve for the 9 specIng to attan this; i.e.,

I I 11g2 _i0/ 4 2

.982 L - Q/ +2

9g2 (cos )2 c + (1+€ose)

or 1.

S a- 15.30 2

20



The performance is computed by noting that the normalized correlation between the two

signals is

P = cose = .964

The probability of error for a coherent receiver is given by

p(e) =Q ~(I-P)

SEbP Q• V ° (_018)()
X0

Q Wx eA -Y= dy

fx

'1Comparing Equation (9) to the well-1-nown error rate for PSK,

(PSK) P(• Q N

shows thnt there is a degradation of a factor of 0.018 in power, which correspo~tds to

17ý4 dB. Thus, c. 99-percent spectral occupancy of one-half bit rate binary PSK is !

plotted in Figure 5 with 17.4-ý.B degradation relative to antipodal binary PSK,. Thie

other points A, curves were obtained in a similar manner.

Because of the excessive amount of wasted carrier power, which serves no

purpose except to maintain a constant envelope on the transmitted signal, unfiltered

M-ary PSK was discarded as being undesirable in light of the signal design study goals.

21



2.4.1.2 M-Wry PSK - Raised Colne Pulse Shoping

The effect of pulse shaping on M-ary PSK pulses was considered next. The

pulse shaping brought under study was raised cosine, as shown in Figure 6. The woek

phase dIfference between udjacent symbols wos set equal to 0. The computer program

was used to datermina the spectral occupancy.

The performance of a coherent dcmod for thee schemes was estimated in the

following way. For a coherent demod, the correlation p betweer two signals determine

the probability of making an error in additive white Gaussian nol;e. The probability of

error, P (e), is given by

P(if) =Q O-)(10)
0 60)

For two constant envelope symbols, the correlation is given by

P : "cos (i,(t) - P2 (t) dt 011)
Ti

For +e raised cosine shaping as shown in Figure 6, the phase difference, I (t) - 2 (t),

is given by:

¶P 9(t) sin 2 ('!.) (12)

Equation (11) thus becomes

lP j cos(0sn2 0s dt (13)ST T
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Figure 6. 4-ary Case of Raised Cosine PSK
Pulse Shaping
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Figure 7 shows the degradatin in dB relative to antipodal PSK for various

99-percent spectral occupancy bandwidths. Comparing Figures 5 and 7, note that the

binary case best performance for either shaped or unshaped pulses at a 99-percent spec-

tral occupancy of 0.5 times bit rate is approximatePy 18 dB worse than unfiltered binary

PSK. The raised cosine shaping also requires roughly I dB more power for the same error

rate at this spectral occupancy. From this it can be seen that phase continuity is not

necessarily all that indispensable a quality when it is desired to -aaximize the perform-

ance for a given spectral occupancy.

2.4.1.3 Combination of Phase and Frequency Modulation

Figure 8 shows the result of using the computer program to evaluate a 7-ary

signalling scheme with the phase trajectories shown in the figure. From the phase tra-

jectories shown, it can been seen that this scheme has three frequencies: a center fre-

quency and two symmetrical frequencies about the center frequency. The parameter Q

(controlled by the deviation about the center frequency) was varied to obtain the desired

99-percent bandwidth. At 2 bits/Hz this scheme " hly 15.5 dB worse than binary

PSK, therefore there can be no hope of its meeting the design goals.

2.4.1.4 Summary of Noncumulative Phase Schemes

The schemes we have considered above are scheme- for which the phase does

not cwnulate with respect to the carrier. For 2 bits/Hz 99-percent spectral occupancy,

the p4ase of the tramm;tted signal never doviates very widely from the carrier phase.

For this reason, there is a large spectral line at the carrier in all these schemes. The

schemes examined represent signals which contain at least 94 percent of the total power

in the carrier. These spectral lines carry no information, therefore that portion of power

is wasted. This dooms these noncumulative schemes to poor performance relative to our

design goals, even were the continuous part of the spectrum to carry information as effi-

ciently as antipodal binary PSK. On top of this disadvantage, the idea of obtaining

narrow "spectral occupancy" on the basis of simply putting a large carrier component in,
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is extremely artificial. The data-carrying continuous spectrum is still very wide and

would require channel bandwidth out of all proportion to the "spectral occupancy." For

these reasons, the ability to find any noncumulative phase-modulation schemes which

rmet the design goals of 9 9-percent bandwidth equals one-half bit rote and 10-7 error

rate at "M dB Eb/No was discounted.

2.4.2 Cumulative Phase Trajectories

At this point in the signal design effort, the only hope of obtaining the

design goals lay in the angle-modulation schemes wherein phase is allowed to accumulate

relative to center frequency, such as in M-ary FSK. For these schemes, there are no

spectral lines (and hence essentially no wasted power) for the small deviations required

for 99 -percent bandwidth equals one-half bit rate. Consequently, several schemes of

the cumulated-phase variety were Investigated to see if improvement in performance or

spectral occupancy could be made on 8-ary FSK, which was the best known scheme

found here prior to this study.

Figure 9 shows the performance of M-ary FSK schemes with a one-symbol

coherent receiver versus the 99-percent bandwidth of the signal. 8-ary FSK is only 8. 8 dBworse

than PSK, with 4-ary FSK about 9.7 dB worse at 2 bits/Hz. With both these signalling

schemes a multisymbol observation receiver can do 3.0 dB better, yielding degradations

of only 5.8dB for 8-ary FSK and 6.7 dB for 4 -ary FSK. The signalling schemes are very

powerful in terms of their performance for 2 bits/Hz spectral occupancy. In an attempt

to improve upon their performance, the possibility of allowing the phase trajectories to

contain jumps (as in Figure 10) was investigated. The analysis started with the basic

8-ary FSK trajectories (linear with ending-phase separation equals 45 degrees) and made

stepwise approximations with N steps (N = a parameter on the curves). Intuitively, the

jumps in phase would allow a greater distance to be obtained between signals and thus

yield better performance. As shown in Figure 10, the 32-step approximation to the phase

trajectories resulted in very little increase in the 9 9 -percent bandwidth of the signal;

however, the phase jump is at most a little over 4 degrees for N = 32 on the outermost

27
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tiuajetorls. TemLxe, little advantage in distance is obtoined over the oriinlml linear

affecting spectral occupancy (at 99 -percent bandwidth point), Ow step was s small that

"negligible per0manc improvement would result.

Next, an athtmpt was mode to obtain a performance improvement by employ-

ing phme trajectories for I vry FSK, as shown in Figure 10. Here, a step of M° In phose

betwen adja nt symbols was allowed, followed by a frequency romp In phase to a total

of m0 + n phase difference between adjacent symbols at the end of a symbol time. The

parameters m and a were chosen to make the performance with a coherent receiver the

some as In $-cry FSK with 99-.*rcent bandwidth equals 0.53 times bit rate. At shown

in Figure 11, the 9 9 -percent bandwidth was improved slightly from 0.53 to 0.5 times

bit rate for m = 5a and n = 37". This slight improvement is remarkable only in that it is

the only scheme found which rutperforms 8-ary FSK.

An attempt was clso made to improve the performance of 8-ary FSK by

smoothing the transition from one phase to another In 4 symbol time, as shown below.

. cycle sinusoid phase t-onsitions

7 6 4
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Thee Ivumitlen vwy ukwlmldmli tiwa oh. tial ptem. at ertof. puasybl,

to am oeoV 11-, imu~p.e !--p" ummet "h end of e symbol time.. The "gudn phmses vere

"woo d uuih tow th p mfrANca t iod wit awhoa 0" w d Is the Ve ma S-Wy
FSK with 90-pemt bh w a"Is nen-lilf bit rate. The 9P-pewen spectral occu-

pency w bond to be 0.95 Homw bit mte. 1hw its specht I ocaVpncy almost

dcibled rebtive to *-cry W'SK.

Frou the dio, it I be concluded tht no ugnificont inproveomwn can be

had oe Se-y FSK in spernal omponcy or pefiumnee in a phow-e-m koletion (omutant

enpelop) c heme wher•in the shWp of the phose trolectory wItin a sywvWol time is deter-

mined solely by the symbeI to be tfrowittted in that symbol time. The only remaining

hope fo improvetment Is same tan of partial respone sclhem wherein the s40pe of *th

phos tajectery In a symbol time am depend upon n•t only the pesemt symbol but also

upon the symbols that have previously been trnmaitted. Generalized partial reses..

Is discsme below, with the oid of the follwMine illustratlon.

I (t) MOwesr

T

0V

p(t) during a symbol time is ditemined by tfh woost recent k symbols.
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In essrol, Ohe pha. tl-ectory duAng a s)k.ol tlam Is givn by

V(t) - • ath(t+iT) a; "M'ewysub~ol
I-1

end own iherefr be one of Mk diffur et functlons. A cohemr* Vitsbi Dewmod would

have Gorlot e aoch Of the NM" diffemt sigml.

T6u dlevelpment of a computer pragia for this type of generllzed partial-

rmponee signalling was begun. Difficulties were encountered in producing an analytical

result for spectral occupancy of this type of signalling. A program to compute the spec-

tnrm from an FFT routine was started, but was not completed.

An RADC-fundad study, 11n.-of-Sight Technical Investigation, Investi-

Voe binary partial-response schemes. In particular, achemes for h (t) being ttapezoldl,

triangular, and m:sed cosine in shape were investigated. It was found that the trtangu-

lor shape produced the best 9 9-percent spectral occupancy. The length of h (t) (triangle)

"was set at 7 bits. A 95 -percent bandwidth equals 0.55 times bit rate and performance

within 5.16 A of bimry PSK for an optimum demodulator was obtainp'd. For this 9 9 -per-

cent bandwidth, both 8-ary and 4 -ary FSK are within 5 di4 of binary PSK with opttmqm

demods. The binary partial-response schede was thus worn than either of the FSK schems

located. It is not clear at this point if there Is any impleame tion advantage with the

optimum d inods for this binary partial-repose scheme over the FSK schemes. It is

doubtful that one would be able to improve on the binary partial-response scheme reported

in this stuay. The only reason to e-nn consider partial-reporue schemes, then, is the

pouibility that a higher M alphabet than two (M - 4, 8, 16) might result in better per-

fmance than cc**,ld be obtained with the FSK schemes. Going to higher M, though,

complicates the dAmod in requiring conelatovs for Mk signals in a symbol time. It was
concluded that oewn if some peomnce gain could be had with larger M partial a sponse,

the increased complexity in the demad would probably be significant.
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2.5 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Ti hm eortical results obtained are listid In Table 1. The listed signals

include all those examined for which Orw only mechanism of Intersymbol influence Is

through the fact that the phose of the sinueoid at t6e beginning of a symbol is dependent

on the data history. The shape of the phase trajectory during a symbol time is dcpendent

only on the currw,-t bit. This class of signals includes, for example, all M-ary phass-

modulation schemes. These PSK types correspond to no phase accumukation relative to

the carrier phase. Also included are al! types of M-ary FSK modulation wherein the -

phase ds accumulate.

The PSK schemes (Table 1,entries 1 thru 15) all fall miserably short of the

20-dS Ei,/No goal, even with raised cosine pulse-shaping. These schemes also have the

disadvantage of creating a large carrier component in the transmitted sgnal. As a matter

of fact, greater than 90 percent of the total transmitted power is in the carrier for many

of these schemes. The small 9 9-percer' spectral occupancy is obtained through this

mechanism of simply putting most of thk power in the carrier comporent, rather than

reducing the bandwidth of the data-carrying continuous spectrum. This indicates that

the schems probably cannot be filtered to a bandwidth approaching the 99-percent spectral

occupancy bandwidth without unduly distorting the data-carrying portion of the spectrum.

These PSK schemes also have the disadvantoge that even with coherent deemods the per-

formance is worse than the simpler schemes involving limiter-discriminator or noncoherent

demods for 8-ary continuous-phase FSK (see Table 1, entries 23, 24, and 25).

Based on the results listed in Table 1, it was concluded that M-ary FSK

represented the .ignal structure must likely to meet the design goals.
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IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

It was determined that signalling with 4-ary continuiou-phais. FSK with modu-

lotion Index h = 1/8 satisfies the bandwidth constraint (99 percent of the power in a band-'

width of one-half bit rate) and has the theo v'..oI potential of satisfying the performance

design goal (BER of 10- 7 with Eb/N of 70 d0). Techniques for modulating and demodu-0

lating such signals are considered in this section, with the ultimate goal of selecting the

best techniques for implamentation. The primary considerations for such selection are

,timates of performance and implementation complexity for each technique.

3.1 MODULATION J

First, consider modulation techniques for acccm.plishing continuous-phase

4-ary FSK with modulation index 1/8. Two data bits must be used each symbol-time to

select a waveform having one of four possible frequencies for transmission. To maintain

phase continuity, it is necessary that all of the four wuveforms have the some phase at the

symbol transition times. This requires that each pair of frequencies differs by exactly an

integer number of cycles per symbol-time; hence,at this point the modulation index is

unity rather than 1/8. The required roduiation index of 1/8 is obtained by frequency-

dividing the rosultant waveforms either before or after mixing, so that the resultant center

frequency is 70 MHz. One straightforward approach to getting thk continuous-phase,

mod, index 1 signal is to phase-lock one or more VCO's at multiples of the symbol rate

and count down the VCO output, as shown in Figure 12, to obtain the four waveforms to

be selected by the data bits. Symbol transition times then occur at zero-phase points for

all waveforms.

Another approach which requires lower frequency rates for the digital opera-

tion, and appears more desirable to implement, is shown in Figure 13. In this approach,

the data bits are used to select four possible pairs of input frequencies to a mixer such that

the mixer output (sum frequencies) is one of four frequencies differing by the symbol rate.

The same symbol-rate frequericy is used to obtain the frequency differences between

Preceding page blank 39
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1,4

woveformis, as well as the transition times. Hence, if the transition times occur at the
IWrO' points of the symbol-rate frequency, and relative shifts through the mixing

circuits are matched, all waveforms will have the same phase (though not necessarily zero

phase) at these transition times.

3.2 DEMODULATION

Consider first several "optimum" demodulation techniques to provide perform-

once reference points and perhaps furnish guidance to implementation approaches for sub-

optimum demodulation. In this category, single-symbol and multisymbol receivers for both

coherent and noncoherent demodulation of 4-ary continuous-phase waveforms with modula-

tion index 1/8 are considered. For such signalling, the signal waveform s(t) during the

n symbol time is

s(t) = A cos (w t +ac n t +On

Wc =center frcquency
th

Phase at beginning of n symbol time

an= 1/2, -1/2, 3/2, or - 3/2 (depending upon which of the
th

four symbols is transmitted in the n symbol time).

3.2.1 Coherent Demodulation

Consider the performance of a coherent demodulator for 4-cry FSK. The sig-

nal is described by the phase trajectory plot of Figure 14. The coherent demodulator has

knowledge of 0 at the beginning of a symbol and correlates with tach of four references,
n

cos wc + an ( .t + n ,over the interval O, T . For the small mod index

used here for spectral compactness, the high S/N ratio performance is dominated by the

probability of an error between two adjacent frequencies. The correlation between two

sinusoids that are in phase at t = 0, and 9 radians out-of-phase at T, is well known and

given by SinQ
- - Asinc (4) (14)
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The proba Ility of making an error between the two sinusoids with a coherent receiver

Is given by

P(0)~ (15)

where ES = Energy in a symbol

No = O-e-sided Gaussian white noise spectral density

and

2

Q(X) = " dy

In a 4-ary FSK scheme, 2 bits are used to select one of the four frequencies to be tram-

mitted. The average ene.gy per bit, Eb, is then half mte energy-per-symbol, Eý:

Es = 2Eb

From Equations (14) and (15), the error rate for an M-ary FSK mod Index 1/8 coherent

single symbol observation receiver is given by

Q(•f 2 Eb (1-sinc (16)

at high Eb/No. At the error rates of Interest (< 10- 5 ), Equation (16) provides an accurate

prediction of performance for single-symbol demodulation and predicts an error rate of

10-7 at Eb/NO of 21.3 dB. Even this ideal prediction is above the design goal of 20 dB.

But, note in Figure 14 that the continuous-phase property of the FSK signal leads to the
introduction of intersymbol influence among the transmitted signals in successive symbol

times. The one-symbol-time coherent demod, with the performance derived above,
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Ignores this property. A demod that recognizes and exploits this continuous-phase

property might (and, In fact, does) perform better than the one-symbol-tim. demod.

The demod is one which observes the signal over n symbol times and makes

a decision on the first symbol time by choosing the first symbol from the maximum likeli-

hood signal sequence. The demod must select the allowable sequence havinr the largest

correlation with the received waveform over the observation interval. The allowable

sequences are defined as those having a phase trajectory that is a path through an n-

symbol tree such as in Figure 14. The initial starting phase ;s presumed known at the

coherent receiver. The performance of the multiple observation interval coherent re-

ceiver will be calculated, with the assumption that the signal-to-noise ratio is sufficiently

high so that the error rate is dominated by the minimum distahce error path (s) from the

transmittcd path. Distance over a tme interval T between the ;th and jth signals, s (t)

and si(t), is defined as
T

The probability that the ith signal has higher correlation with the received signal in

additive white Gaussian noise than the ith signal was transmitted is given by the well-

known relation

J

Pii Q(18)

Referring to Figure 14, for the smuil mod indices of interest, it can be shown that over

an n- symbol observation iriterval *he minimum distance error paths for coherent correla-

tion are tiose that start at I = 0 in phase, are Yr/4 radians out-of-phase at t Ts, and

arc bozk in phase at t = 2Ts througE nTs (see Figure 15).

This distarce is gi yen by

d2" -&Es ýI -sn w14) 59)

II5
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Figure 15. Example of Minimum Distance Error Paths
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Fs energy In one symoboli 2Eb.

SAverge energy/bIt

For mall mode indices, all other signal sequences are at distances correponding to

seveml d larger Eb. The error rate given the Ith noequenc trawmltted in the n-symbol

timhe Is theefore dominated by the path at the distnce given by Equation (19). 'f all

umquences over the n - symbol times are equally likely, then the probability of arronoously

deciding the initial symbol Is given by

Q( (I. (- sinc 7/ (20)

Comparing Equations (16) for one-syWol cohert and (201 for n 2 2 - symbol coherent

demodulation, it can be concluded that multiple-symbol observation yields a 3 dB per-

formance improvMnt. The multisymbol coherent reception results theoretically in an

erat of -7 h.fo E,/N6 of 18.3 dB.

The coherent references required during each symbol time for a one - symbol

observation receiver ore the four possible frequencies, each with one of eight different

ohoses modulo 2yr. The separation of the eight phases is ir/4 for the h=1/8 system.

These coherent references can be obtained in the following way for the h = 1/8 system.

Considering Figure 16, the signal is first input *o a device which multiplies frequency

by 8. This leads to a mod index =1, 4 -ary FSK signal at eight times carrier frequency.

As shown in Anderson and Salz 3 , the mod-index-one signal has spectral lines at the four

discrete frequencies corresponding to those transmitted. These four frequencies are selec-

ted by 4he bandpcus filters (BPF) and phaso-Pock loops (PLL) are locked to each.

3Anderson, R.R. and J. Salz, 'Spectra of Digital FM," BSTJ, July-August, pp. 1165 -

1189.
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The PLL outputs are divided by eight, resu!lting in references at the original

four frtquencies coherent to within some multiple of Yr/4 radians, to the transmitted

four frequencies. These references eir fed to phaos shifters which correct the phases by

the proper amount to make all four frequencies in phase at the beginning of a symbol

ti"re. This phase must be the same phase as the received signal, which is assumed known.

There is the practi•al problem, then, of establishing the ohbse of the received signal.

Assuming this has been done, the phase shifters are Initially set accordingly. The coher-

ent references are then correlated against the incoming sym*ol, and the symbol with

largest €arrelotion is decided. A phase trajectory plot such as in Figure 14 then defines

the phase to which the coherently decided symbol woulcl advance the signal. The do-

coded symbol is therefore fed back to the phase shifters to modify the reference phases

to farm *he coherent references for the following symbol time.

The deoed structure of Figure 16 is complicated; in addition, there are

several practical decisions that need to be made in determining the feasibility of imple-

mentation. For example, the maximum correlation must be determined, the correspond-

ing symbol must then be fed back to the phase shifters and the new coherent references

established thereby, in a time short relative to a symbol time. At the rates relevant to

this study, the symnbol time is less than 100 nonoseconds/ therefore this problem is a severe

one. It is also possible that there is an error propagation problem, in that whenever an

error is made erroneous references are used until a decision is made that puts the phase of

the references back in step with the received signal. To ovoid such an error-propagation

problem would require eight times as many correlators, or a total of 32 (one for each of

eight possible phases for each of four possible freqjencies). An intriguing possibility that

eliminatos the necessity for the phase shifters invo~ves simply coherently dernodulating

the mnod-index-one signal that comes out of the times-eight nonlinearity of Figure 16.

The PLL outputs of Figure 16, without the divide-by-eight, are the coherent references

required to do so. The performance loss for such a suboptimum demodulutor can be approx-

irrately predicted as follows:

The error probability For either the optimum coherent receiver or tfie subopti-

mum receiver is given by Equation (1). But for the suboptimum receiver suggested above,
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the correlation coefficient P is the correlation coefficient for two adjacent frequencies

with mod-index-one (P = 0) rather than 1/8 (P = .9), and the effectiv No for 4e sub-

optimum receiver is 64 times that for the optimum receiver, since the rms phase noise is

eight times cs great after the times-eight multiplication. Hence,

0 -p) opt. = I - .9 .1

(I1-P) sub. opt. =!- 0=1I

and it can be seen from Equatoon (15) that 10 dB has been gained due to the change in

P and approximately 19 dB (i.e., 10 logj164) has been lost because of the increased

phase noise due to the frequency multiplication of the signul. The net predicted loss is

therefore 8 cB. Performance predictions for the suboptimum system were also made utili-

zing a computer simulation program. The net loss from this simulation was 6 dB.

It was aso noted that times-four frequency iv.-ltiplication produces mod

index of 1/2, which also corresponds to p = 0 (gain of 10 dB). The effective No for

times-four frequencymultiplication, however, is 16 times that for the optimum received

(loss of 10 loglO 16 = 12 dB). Hence, coherently demodulating after times-four frequen-
cy multiplcation of the signal results in a predicted net loss of 2 dB relative to the optimum

receiver. The computer simula•,•on program predicts approximately the some performance

for this receiver as for the optimum receiver. Therefore, this appears to be a simpler and

hence a more desirable one-symbol coherent receiver structure than the optimum correla-

tion receivei'. However, as noted above, one-symbol demodulator performance does not

meet the design goal requirement, whereas multiple-symbol coherent performance does.

But the multiple-symbol coherent demodulator is even more complex to imple-

ment. As indicated earlier, the minimum-distance error-path for the low modulation

index of interest is two symbol times long (see Figure 15). For the low error rates of

interest here, the two-symbol coherant demodulator will achieve performance very close

to that cf an n-symbol coherent demodulator for n > 2. But even a two-symbol coherent

demodulator would require 128 two-symbol correlator references, since there are 16 pos-

sible combinations of four frequencies and eight starting phases for each combination.
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This could be reduced to 32 by utilizing the priticiple of the maximum-likelihood decod-

ing techniques noted by Viterbil for convolution codes. From Figure 14, It is seen that

when two signal puths reach the same phase modulo 27r, Identical input symbols to the

modulator thereafter produce Identical signals out of the modulator during successive

symbol intorvals. Ihis is the sane type of structure exhibited by convolution codes, and

the some maximum-likelihood demodulation techniques used for convolution codes can be

used here. Nevertheless, this technique still requires 32 correlators and considerable

logic to keep track of competing signal paths and cumulative correlation measures for

each path, as well as decision-making logic to choose the most likely path, and hence,

most likely symbol decision, each symbol-time. The speed requairements for the logic

circuitry would also be high for the symbol ,ates of interest here.

3.2.2 Noncoherent Demodulation

The structure of 3 one-symbol noncoherent receiver for 4 -arv FSK is shown

in Figure 17, This receiver is equivalent to the optimum noncoherent receiver. It con-

sists of four matched filters (one for each of the four symbols), each followed by an envel-

ope detector whose outputs are sampled at the symbol rate and at the proper time, and the

largest output selected. (The required timing circuitry is not shown.) The corresponding

matched symbol is then the demodukltor output decision. (Practical approximations to

matched filters for FSK symbols are narrow-band filters tuned to the symbol frequency.)

The symbol error probability for such a receiver, For the high signal-to-noise

ratios of interest here•, is given by

Pe=Q SE (1)=Q V~717F))P
e N0

1Viterbi, A.J., "Error Bounds for Convolutional Codes and an Asymptotically Optimum
Decoding Algorithm, IEEE Trans. on Information Theory, April 1967, page 26C.
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where

T, .•T
1 Ts rT [0() 0 2 (t)] d

0l(t) and 02(t) are the phase trajectories for adjacent symbols. That Is,

for the 4-ary continuous-phase FSK signals of interest here, 01 (t) -02(t)=(-7) t

17r incic• •

or jP =sincj-.975 0fr2.d poeryf

." P =Q(.025) 10-7 for "o=27.4 dB

"This performr.,nce is not very close .n ihe design goal. But if more than one

symbol is observed in making each symbol decision, .4%e continuous-phase property of

FSK may also be used in a noncoherent receiver to improve its perfornrnce.

In Figure 18 is shown a receiver which observes the 4 -ary received signal

over three symbol times and matches noncoherently to eac:, of the 43 = 64 possible trans-

mitted sgnals in• that three-symbol interval. At the sampling time, once per symbol, the

output of each of the 64 envelope detectors is sampled and the largest detector output ;s

selected. The middle symbol in the filter corresponding to the largest output becomes the

output decision over that symbol time. For high signal-to-noise ratios, this receiver can

be shown to be equivalent to the optimum receiver for continuous-phase binary FSK with

o 3-bit observation interval. 2

_.-'
2sborme, W.P. and Luntz, M.B., "Coherent and Noncoherent Detnction of CPFSK,"

IEEE, Transactions on Communication Technology, Vol. COM-22, No. 8, pp. 1023-
1036, August 1974
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The parfomance of this receiver cannot be rigorously computed, but a union

bound on the receiver performanoce Is not particularly difficult to find. The probability

of ernor Is limited by the probability of ero-r for the worst-case data sequence. That is,

the overall eror probability, Pe, Is

Po e Pr (Ci Si, Ska SO) max i, k, I,

the error probability for the worst-case three-symbol sequence Si, Sk, SI. By considering

each possible error individuall'0, the union bound on probability of error

Pe Al P iI S kS (21)

may be written. That is, the probability of error will be less than the sum of probabilities

that on error filter output, RIKL, exceeds the correct filter output, RIkl, given the input

sequence SI, Sk, SI. At high signal-to-noise ratio, the sum of Equation (21) Is dominated

by the largest pairwise error probability, P( RIKL > Rjl I S, Sk SI). Thus, the

probability of error for the three-symbol receiver of Figure 18 may be found by consider-

ing the binary error performance for the worst-case poir of three-symbol-duration filters.

For the FSK signal with peak-to-peak deviation of 3/8 the symbol rate, the worst-case

pair !s one which contains an adjacent symbol error for each of the three transmitted sym-

bols. Additionally, for the worst-case pattern the errors in the first and third symbols

will be in the opposite direction from the center symbol error. That is, if the transmitted

symbol sequence were S2, S3, S3, then the most probable error sequences are S1, S4, S2

and S3, S2, S4. At high signal-to-noise ratio, the probability of error is given by

P*=Q = 0 (22)

where p , the complex correlation coefficient between a pair of three-s)ymbol waveforms,

is defined as
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PM I f3T 1 02 (t)] (23) j
3T J0

The phases 01 (t) and 02 (t) are the phase trajectories for each of the worst-case pairs

of waveform. In this case, this phase different Is given by

I' t O<t<T
4T

0 (t) -0 (t) 7rz[ (2T - t) T < t < 2T
4T

S (t -3T) 2T < t < 3T
4T

Evaluation of the correlation from Equation (23) yields IPI = sinc (?r/8),

which may be used to evaluate the probability of error from Equation (2) This yields

an error prckobillty of 1O- at Eb/oN = 22.4 dB, a 5-dB gain over single-symbol noncc-

herent demodulation.

The symbol error rate performance for coherent and noncoherent demodulation

of A -ary FSK, mod index 1/8, is plotted in Figure 19 versus Eb/No. Also !ncluded in

Figure 19, for comparison with the performance of the optimum tochniques, Is limiter-

discriminator performance with a 4-pole linear phase IF filter with 3-dB bandwidth equal

to the symbol rate. The details of limiter-discrimirator performance predictions are

treated In Appendix C.

3.2.3 Multiple Symbol Observation

It will be noted from Figure 19 that the *deal performance of thk optimum

single-symbol receiver is i.ore than a dB short of the design goal. If only 1 dB were

allowed for implementation lms, the single-symbol coherent receiver performance would

be more than 2 dB from design goal. In addition, as noted above, such a receiver is
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.ill

ffAthe oamplm to ipment. SuboPtmum single-symbol approaches wovld likely lose
even mwe In perkenice.

It appears clear Fiom the results in Figure 19 that any hop& of achieving

design 9a=l peeFrmm ce must utilize multisymbol demodulation. That Is, the received

signal for more than one symbol-time (e.g., for n syrmbol times) must be wed in making

each syml decision. This implies consideration of all possible tralectories over n
symbol-times, which leads to Implementation complexity and possibly unrealistic speed

requirements, as roted earlier. But for any received signal over n symbol-times, many

of the possible transmitted trajectories are very unlikely. This consideration leads to a

search for simple schemes for eliminating the very unlikely trajectories from further con-

sideration, thus simplifying the final selection of the most likely transmitted trajectory.

One such possible scheme for consideration involves first determining the most likely

beginning phase (phase at the 1eginning of each symbol time) for each iossible fr&quency,

thus reducing from 32 to 4 the number of symbols for consideration during each symbol-

time. This would result in a phone trajectory trellis with four possible symbols per symbol-

time, such as that shown in Figure 20.

One way to retain the four most probable symbols each symbol-time is to use
the "midsymbol" zero-crossing time to determine the most likely beginning phase for each
possible frequency (see Figure 21). It is assumed here that there are roughly two cycles
per symbol time foo the four symbol frequencies. For any frequency there are eight possi-

ble beginning phases, and hence, eight possible sets of zotro-crossing times. The time

and dircction of a zero-crossing then determ'nes the starting phase for any assumed fre-

quency. But with noise the exact zero-crossing times cannot be determined. However,

with noise corresponding to Eb/No = 20 dB, the probability of eliminating the ccrrect

transmitted symbol by this procedure Is approximately 10-14, which is negligible in

relation to available final error rates. This is calculated as follows:

Consider a typical symbol with K cycles per symbol-time (K not necessarily

inteVger), as shown in Figure 21. The slope at a zero crossing is
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and for high signal-to-noise ratlo, the nms phase Jitter due to noise variance an 2 ;s

0 - OWs1. But with white noise of spectml height No passed through a filter with noise

bandwidth = symbol rate,

Es 2Eb = A2

vo 1/11Kw 4 i6-Nin symbol-time units.

For any hfequency, the eight possible beginning phases differ by 1A8 cycle. And fkr any

fequency, the corresponding zero-coing locations ore known. Therefore, the prob-

ability, PE, of selecting the w~ng starting phase from a measurement of midsymbol zero-

crsing timn is equal to the pobcdility that the phase noise owc*em 1/16 cycle. With

Eb/Na = 20 dB and Gaussian noise, this is

PE = 1/- K -- Q (7.06)
\I/40Kw,

A concephiol circuit for determining these four most probable symbols each symbol-time,

and hence the hoost probable trellis paths, is shown in Figure 22.

in addition ta the "phase noisem considered above, there will be a "measure-

mvnt noise" due to uncertainties in (noiseless) meosuregment of zero-crossing time.

As noted above, the rus phase noise in symbol-time units is c§ -" 1/4KwrI
I-E;. For ErNo = 20 dA and K = 2 this becomes 004 symbol-times,

and this corresponds to PE = Q (7.86) 1 10-14. A PE of 10-8, which corresponds to
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Q (5.61) could be tolerated. Since the "phase noise" and the "measurement noise" add

NVeIri arnd m conildered Independent, their variances add. Hence, the variance of

Ohe isme noise, 2m 2 must satisfy the following equationi:

2 2 2

and

o_7.86 =.
.A= 1.
S 5.61

a. m = = 0.004 symbol times a 0.3 nanoseconds.

| ,1

Therefore, very precise time resolution of zero-crossing time measurements

are required. Also, the final selection of trajectories must consider continuity over two

or mare symbol times of the trellis (Figure 20). Conflicts between trajectories must be

resolved by sam additional measures such as phase measurements at (or near) symbol

transition times (end-phases), making use of intersymbol dependence due to the filtering.

The final algorithms and c;-cuitry for accomplishing this were not completed because of

the greater promise of the technique of frequency determination from end-phase measurements.

In considering frequency determination from end-phase measurements, it

shouldbe noted that if the transmitted phase could be reliably determined at each symbol

twnsition time, the frequency during each symbol time could be reliably determined from

the difference in phase at the beginning and end of avch symbol time. In fact, at low

error rates, one would expect to make two (adjacent) symbol errors each time an error

is nade in determining this "e.d-phase." With high signal-to-noise power ratio, S/N,

the verkac.ce of equivalent phase noise, 2 , is:

2 =radians squared
g 2 (S/N)

J .63



If one limits the noise power with a filter with noise -andwidth equal to the symbol rate

and neglects the signal attenuation through the filter, the signal-to-noise 'atio at the

filter output is S/N = Es/No, where Es is signal energy per symbot and No is noise-power

spectral density. But for 4-ary FSK, Es = 2 Eb.

4 0

Assuming this phase noise to be Gaussian, the piobability PO that the phase error due to

noise exceeds an angle '0 is Q (4/o0).

.' PQ = Q 2N (#inradians)

Since transmitted end-phases aie separated by 4A5°, the probability of noise

alone causing on error (thresho!d half-way between phases) is

7r/ - 2 12 2 Eb C)Q( o = 8.c- NoC

This error-rate performance is only 5.1 dB worse than antipodal signalling (e.g., binary
PSiK) and corresponds to an error rate of 10-7 at Eb/WN40 of 16.4 dB. (Antipodal signalling

gives an error probability of 10- 7 at Eb/No of 11 .3 dB.) Thi is of course un-eolistic,

since it ignores filter distortion of the transmiP.#- phase trajectories. Hence, the next

step in determining realistic performance predictions for such an approach is to determine

realistic phase trajecto.y distortion by realizable filters.

Several filters were considered and the ,;ne which appears to have good phase

distortion characteristics is a four-pole modified linear phase filter with noise bandwidth

equal to the symbol rate. This is termed a "modified" linear phase filter, since it is not

a "standard" bandpass linear phase filter. However, it is realizabie and its pole and zero
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locations are known. It will be referred to hereafter as the "nominal filter". After

adjusting the filter output for a constant time delay and a constant frequency offset, the

trajectory distortion of the filter output relative to the input is as shown in Figure 23 for

all possible positive frequency transitions. Distortion is symmetrical for negative frequen-

cy transitions. No filter distortion of any significance extends over more than one symbol

time. From these distortion characteristics it is easily determined that for any two mini-

mum-distance trajectories such as those shown in Figure 24, the filter distortion causes

the Landidate end-ohase to differ by 35?. Hence, if the threshold can be chosen properly

(half way between the two distorted phases), the probability of error in deciding between

tre cuadidate phases is

C 2 Eb

P17.50 -- (o

which is 7.3 dB worse than antipodal signalling and corresponds to an error probability

of 10- 7 with Eb/No of 18.6 dB. From the above discussion of optimum coherent reception,

recall that the optimum recei '.r has an error probability of j1-7 with Eb/NO of 18.3 dB.

This performance, only 0.3 dB from optimum, assumes that one can properly

locate the decision threshold between two candidate end-phases. But determining the

proper threshold location for any symbol transition time (e.g., b in Figure 24) requires

knowing the transmitted end-phases on either side of this transition time (e.g., a and c,

Figure 24). These phases, of course, are not known; in fact their determination is part

of this demodulation pýoess. But an intuitive approach to estaSlishing the thresholds is

to make repeated and progressively refined estimates of the transmitted phase at each

symbol transifion time, using measured phases out of the filter. These phase estimates

then provide crosstalk estimates and hence thresholds for more refined phase estimates.

Such a process, consisting in principle of three successively refined estimates ct each

symbol transition time, is described in the following paragraphs.

The first step is to retain a most likely pair of (adjacent) transmitted ph. ses

at each point consistent with the measured phase (including noise and filter distortion) at
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that point. (See Figure 25.) Since the adjacent transmitted end-phases are separated4

by 4.? and the maximum phase trajectory distortion Is 15e, the phase rioise must be at

leas 31forthemeaured phase to fall move than 4? away from the transmitted phase.

the correct transmitted phase Is eliminated by this Initial stop is

P300 Q( -"b 58)

which is about 10-17 at E/ 18.3 dB, the signal-to-noise for which the error prob-

~ I ability of the optimum receiver is 10-7. Hence, the probability of eliminating the correct

phase is negligible relative to the available demodulator performance.

The task remains, however, of choosing the tronsmitted phase from each

retained pair. The best way to make such a choice (with the assumed Gaussian phase-

noise) is to use a threshold midway between the distorted (but noiseless) phase points after

filtering. But the amount of distortion, hence the proper threshold location, for the

retained pair of phases at any point depends upon the transmitted phase on either side vi

that point (such as phases at 2 and 4 in Figure 25). If the"e phases were known, one

could determnine the proper threshold at 3. But, of course, if allI of these phases were

known, the thresholds would not be needed. However, a tentative choice of these

phases may be made for use in establishing the thresholds for the firnio phase choices.

These tentative decisions arc made by using compromise thresholds, considering allI possi-

par fpae tpit ,3ad4 n obnto fteasmdpae tpitble choices for the phases on either side (such as 2 an~d 4 in Figure 25). For any retained

and 4 will result in one of three adjacent thresholds for deciding between the retained

pair at point 3. These three thresholds will be separated by 60 in phase (for the nominal

filter). Hence, if we choose the middle threshold of these three for making the tentative

decision, the threshold will be off no more than 50. These tentative decisions at each

point are then used to determine the proper threshold for the final decision at each point.

If both of the tentative decisions at each point (such as the tentative decisions on either
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side of the point) are made correctly, and hence the threshold for the final decision Is

established properly, the erro, probability, as calculated earlier, is

P175 Q 1Eb (.186))

As noted earlier, this gives an error probabi~lity of 10-7at Eb/WN 18.6 dB, which 4

only 0.3 A from optimum receiver performance. If one of the tentative decisions is in

error, then the threshold is 5° off and hence the error probability is

2Eo, (.095)12.50 \ =N0

The probability of an erroneous tentadve decision is also approximately P 12.5, since tile

threshold for the tentative decision is also off (most of the time) by 50. Hence, the prob-

ability of making a tentative decision error and an adjacent final decision error at any

point is approximately P2
12. 5 , or

Q2 2 Eb:EI - Q (,)- 
(.19))

giving a probability of 10-7 at E6/No 0  18.3 dB. Therefore, the overall performance

prediction is dominated by P 12 . 5 , giving an overall error rate of 10-7 at about 18.6 dB.

It can easily be seen (by trying all combinations of frequency transitions and

considering the crosstalk for any legitimate transition) that for any adjacent pair of

legitimate transmitted frequencies there are only five appropriate threshold locations

between each adjacent pair of legitimate transmitted end-phases. These are shown in

Figure 26 for the nominal filter. Since the transmitted phases are spaced 450 apart,

there. are only eight possible transmitted phases (modulo 27r) at any symbol end-point,

as indicated by the X's in Figure 27. With only five possible threshold locations between

each pair, the entire phase space is divided into the 40 regions indicated in Figure 27.
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It was implied earlier that at any end point, the pair of phases nearest the

measured phase at that point were retained. This would require additional thresholds at

the transmitted phasus (i.e., at the X's) for determining which pair of phases is retained.

However, thesm thresholds are not necessary, since only the 40 thresholds in Figure 27

can be utilized. Phases I and 2 (as possible transmitted phases) are retained if the re-

ceived measurement falls in region RI, phases 2 and 3 if the measurement falls in R2, etc.

The probability of thus eliminating the correct phase is then easily seen to be P17.5

10-7 at EbN 0 = 18.6 dB, which is the same as the theoretical probability of eliminating

the correct phase in the final decision. Therefore, phase measurements must be resolved

to within one of the 40 regions between the thresholds of Figure 27 in order to obtain the

above performance. As mentioned previously, this performance is within 0.3 dB of the-

oretical optimum. But even more significantly, if practical implementation losses can be

held to 1.4 dB this technique can accomplish the design goal of a 1C- 7 error rate at 20

dB. Hence, this is the technique selected for further investigation and implementation.

Further analysis of the performance of this technique and the implementation details are

contained in the following section.

3.3 BASELINE RECEIVER

3.3.1 Conceptual Design

Figure 28 is a block diagram of the baseline receiver %alectecl. The filter

is nominally u 4-pole modified linear phase filter with a noise bandwidth equal to

the symbol rate. The times-eight frequency multiplier following the limiter

produces discrete spectral components at eight times each of the four transmitted frequen-

cies. Since the symnbol rate is exactly eight times the frequency separation of any two

adjacent frequzncies, symbol timing can be obtained by locking two oscillators to eight

times the lowest Frequency (F0 ) and eight times the next frequency (F1), then mixing

these oscillators to produce the difference frequency.

As previously discussed, the receiver must subdivide the phase of the received

signal at the end of a symbol time into 40 segments. This is accomplished by the three
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phase-dtectar threshold units shown. Let the phase displacement caused by the crosstalk

produced when two adjacent frequencies are successively transmitted (such as F| followed

by FO) bc 0. In this case the receiver must provide thresholds at phases of

7r/8 + nJr/4,

and 7r/8 + n '!4 0

,r/8 + nir/4 :120

where n takes on values 0 through 7. These locations orn shown in Figure 29. The sixteen

thresholds located at TO/8 + nir/4 ± 29 are provided by the two phase detectors, PDl and

PD2. Each of the two phase deteciors has four th~eshold devices on its output. Phase

detector PD1 measures the phase difference between the input and sine of FO, as obtained

from the phase-locked loop at eight FO. Phase detector PD2 measures the phase difference

between the input and the cosine of F0 . As illustrated in Figure 29a and Figure 30, this

subdivides the phase region from 0 to 21r (rela:ive to the phase of F0 ) into 16 parts. In

both figures it is assumed that 40 is approximately 22.50, which is approximately true for

the filter proposed in the baseline design. As can be seen froml Figure 30, the four thres-

hold voltage levels for TH 1 and TH 2 are the same and are symmetrically spaced obuut

zero. The two digit numbers identifying the 16 phase regions in Figure 29o will be ex-

plained when the detailed logic diagram is explained.

The remaining 24 thresholds shown in Figure 29o are supplied from the three

threshold levels on PD3. Since the third phase detector, PD3, compares the phase of

eight timer. the input to eight F0 , the three levels appear modulo Yr/4. The levels are

shown in Figure 29b. As is shown, the 4? phase region, which appears as 3600 after the

frequency multiplication, is bavically divided into rive segnents by the three thresholds

associated with PD3 and the appropriate two thresholds from PD1 and PD2.

The 11 binary outputs from the 11 threshold devices ore snmpled every symbol

time and supplied to a logic network to make the decision as to the transmitted frequency.

Figure 31 illustrates the logic funciians reqtired to carry out the operatiors described

previously which are necessary to make near optirum frequency decisions.
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The eight bits from the eight threshld devices associated with TH I and

TH 2 are converted to a 3-bit binary number corresponding to the estimated transmitted

phase and a 1-bit binary number designating whether or not the received phase is cl,3e

to a legitimate transmitted phase. These two numbers are shown in Figure 29a, with their

corresponding phase region. Table 2 prosents a truth table showing thc conversion which

must take place between the eight bits from the threshold detectors and the three phase-

identification bits (P) and the vernier bit (VI). In Figure 31 this operation is shown as

being a,:complished by a PROM or ROM, although it could be accomplished by straight-

forward logic as well.

Yhe three phase bits are fed to a two-stage (3-bit) shift register (P register).

These two alues are subtracted to produce a 3-bit estimate of the feauency (F). Although

the actual trarsmitted frequency is limited to one of four values, F0 through F3 , noise

conditions can easily produce an estimated frequency of minus one or plus four. Hence,

three bits are used to represent the frequency in the F shift register. The first two frequen-

cie. in the F register are subtracted to a 4-bit, D, value which represents the difference

between the twc frequencizs. Since each frequency can be one of six values, the differ-

ence need- to be represerted as a 4-bit r.imber which is stored in the D register.

The difference in estimated frequencies, D, is then supplied, along with :he
four vernier bits, V, from the V register to produce a 2-bit value, X, which carries the
inf',rmotion for both the tentativc and final decisions in a differential form. That is, the

MSB uf the X word is zero if the tentative decis~on indicates that the ;nitial value of P
should be tentat /ely selecte6 and is one, if the phase P+1 should be tentatively selected.

Since the threshold setting for ihe fihnal decision differs From that of the tentative decision
by, at the most one threshold location (on Figure 29a), the LSB of the X word carries all

of the informution necessary to make the final decision from. a set of tentative decisions.

The four bits from the V register indicate the location of the phase measurement in the
450 segment corresponding to a particular value of P, which places it in one of the five

regions shown in Figure 29b.



TABLE 2. PROM 1 TRUTH TABLE - THRESHOLD OUTPUTS VS. PHASE (P) AND

VERNIER (VI) OUTPUTS OF PROM I

TH I TH 2 P VI

1100 1111 000 0

1110 1111 000

1111 1111 001 0

1111 1110 001 1

!111 1100 010 0

1111 1000 010 1

1111 0000 011 0

1110 0000 011 1

1100 0000 100 0

1000 0000 100 1
0000 0000 101l 0

100000 1 101 1

0000 1100 1 10 0
0000 !1110 1 10 1

0000 1 1 11 1I11 0

1000 1 11 1 I1 I



Tab?. 3 pimans the tnut table br FROM number 2. The four bits from the

V register ore shown as the designation bit VI from PROM number 1, and the three bits

from TH 3, 'og with the correponding 5-aryvalue of V, as sown in Figure 30. The

two X bits are shown as a function of the frequency difference, D, for difference vah.es

of *4. Values of D larger or smaller than these values should not occur unless noise is

largt, but should be ascribed the values of X corresponding to either plus or minus four,

depending on the sign of D. The left-hand bit in Table 3 is considered the MSB, and

hence corresponds to the tentative decision.

The MSB of Table 3 can be deduced directly from the principles of operation

previously discussed when one takes into account the dependence between the tentative

threshold decision setting and the frequency difference (which is proportional to the

crosstalk). It is important to note that the threshold should not move beyond the range

in a particular 4? segment. The LSB simply carries the informution as to what final

decision would be made if the threshold is to be moved up or down one from the tentative

decision in the final decision process.

A delay of five symbol dines is provided in the V shift register, since it is

assumed that five symbol times are necessary to provide a legitimate D value. This

assumes that each PROM and subtract operation has one symbol time to settle. The X

values are supplied to a four-sample shift register. The two MSB values of the first and

last stage are supplied, along with both values of the middle two stages, to PROM number

3. These six bits are sufficient to determine two successive flna' decisions on phase, and

hence, one final frequency decision in a differential form (that is, whether the stored

frequency should be advanced or reduced by one, or left alone). Table 4 provides the

truth table for this decision. Only the conditions which require a change in the frequen-

cy value are listed. The PROM accepts tlvi 3-bit frequency number and provides on out-

put which advances ir retards the frequency as indicated by the six bits from the X regis-

ter and the truth tobew of Table 4. Siince only four values of frequency could be trans-

mitted, the PROm would select the closest legitimate frequency when a value outside the

range 0 to 3 is called for. For convenience, a quality bit Q could be provided to indicate

* this event.



TABLE 3. PROM 2 TRUTH TABLE - X OUTPUT VS. VERNIER
AND DIFFERENCE INPUTS

D

VI TH3 V -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4

0 000 0 11 11 11 11 11 10 01 00 00

1 000 1 11 11 11 11 10 01 00 00 00

1 100 2 11 11 11 10 01 00 00 00 00

1 110 3 11 11 10 01 00 00 00 00 00

I 111 4 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

TABLE 4. PROM 3 TRUTH TABLE - F0 OUTPUT VS. X AND F INPUTS

- 0 2 1

XI (MSB) X2 X3 X4 (MSB)

0 0 1 0

1 2 3 1 F IfF 0 > 3, F0 =3

1 0,1 1 0 F0 =F+I

1 2 2,3 0 If F0 < 0, F0 =0

- 0,1 2,3 0

0 1 0 0 1

3 2 1 F0=FI

0 1 0,1 1

0 2,3 2 1

- 2,3 0,1 -

Ali other combinations F0 = F



If a second layer of final decision is desired, a second register and an addit-

ional PROM will be required ov or that shown in Figure 31 . An additional stage in the F

register will also be required to allow for the additional delay. An alternative hookup

for providing "final- final" decikions based an surrounding final decisions is shown in

Figure 32. The truth table for making final decisions from surrounding tentative decisions

and a middle value of X is 3iven in Table 5. The 3ame table applies to mcring "final -

final" decisio• -ow surrounding final decisions and a middle value of X where the imnal

decisions take the pk'ce of X1 unlr X3. The logic shown in Figure 32 implements t'his

table and applies the appiopriate correction to the frequency word. It does not, however,

accox4nt for final fre,:uency estimates outsido the range of 0 to 3.

3.3.1 Perfor-mance Estimates

In this section, performance estimates for the baseline configuration are

presented. The sensitivity of performance to various conditions of link and equipment

imptrfection was investigated. The specific areas investigated were as follows:

1. Selection and sensitivity to variations o., the input filter.

2. SensitIvity to additional filtering in the radio.

3. Sensitivity to threshold setting variations.

4. Sensitivity to phase jitter from the link and from the equipment.

5. Sensitivity to symbol toming variations.

6. Sensitivity to frequency offset.

7. Sensitivity to adjacent and cochonnel interference.

8, Sensitivity to multipath reflections.

Because of the large number of parameters to be varied, the procedure taken was to estab-

lish a baseline for all parameters which was felt to represent a nominal operating condi-

tion. The parameter in question was then varied from that point, with all other perturb-

ances set at their nominal value. In this manner, it is felt that the perfom-ance estimates

provided ahould represent performance predictions for the constructed device rather than

bounds which the equipment could not surpass.
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TABLE 5. TRUTH TABLE RELATING VALUES OF X TO FINAL DECISION

X1 (MSB) X2 X3 (MSB) Final Dec.

0 1,2,3 1 1

0 0 0 0

0 2,3 1 1

0 0,1 0 0

1 2,3 1 1

1 0,1,2 0 0



3.3.2.1 Computer Program

Before presenting the performance results it is desirable to first briefly desribe

the computer program which was used to obtain these.

The perfonnance was calculated in terms of symbol error rate for a specified

Eb/No for the configuration preusnted In Figures 28 and 31. The error rate prediction is

based on a combination of simulctlon and analysis. This combination was necessitated by

the fact that the crostalk effects are too complex for analysis and the error rates with

noise are too moll to obtain from a simulation of reasonable length. The approach, there-

fore, was to calculate the instantaneous phase (relative to the phase of Fo) and env lAope

of the signal out of the input filter of Figure 28 when a representative transmit signal

sequence is sent. The representative transmitted sequence was selected as a 64-symbol

sequence which goes through all combinations of three successive 4 -ory frequency symbols.

Since the intersymbol Irterference does not significantly change beyond adjacent symbols,

this sequence was felt to be representative of random symbol transmission.

The received phase at the end of symbol time was assumed to be the instonta-

noous phase culculated for that time plus a zero mean Gaussian random variable whose

variance depended upon the assumed value of EWy/No, the assumed noise bandwidth of the

filtering, und the instantaneous envelope of the noise-free received signal at that time.

It was fe!t that the Gaussian assumption was justifiable because the range of IF signal-to-

noise ratios of interest did not include small values. With these assumptions, the proba-

bility of the received phase falling in a particular threshold region (relative to the trans-

mitted phase) was calculated. Eleven regions around the transmitted phase were con-

sidered, as illustrated in Figtre 33. If the transmitted phase was that corresponding to P

equal to zero, the eleven threshold regiom% ranging from P equal to one and V equal to

zero, to P equal to seven and V equal to zero, were considered. The probability that the

received value was beyond the outside regions (which was quite small for the cases cal-

culated) was lumped into the probability of being in the outside region. Since in either

case a symbol error is almost certain, this simplification should have little effect on the

error rote.
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Thus, the probability of lying in each of eleven threshold regions around

each transmitted phase was obtained. Each frequency estimate from the logic configurm-

tion of Figure 31 depsnds upon exactly six phase measurements. Therefore, each of Oh
116 combination of threshold regions was tested to ascertain if a symbol would occur,
and the probability of oil combinations causing error wa summed. it should be note

that the logical configuration of Figure 31 Is such that the threshold regions can be

lumped together in many cases, and caoniderably less than 116 calculations ore necessary

to obtain the firul error paobability.

The calculation for the imsdoeco phas and enveipe is such that vorio-

tion in filter parameters and input signal tuning can be accommodated. In addition, the

signal into whe filters can cotaist of more Ohn one FSK signal with different center fie-

quency and time reference so that cochannel and ao4acnt channel cronstalk and multi-

path can be examined. Additional phase jitteo appears as a term which odds to the

Gausiano photo noise assumed wo us pwia"W fi- • t .- •,ve livJe noise. The 'aditional

phase noise was usually assumed to be normally distributed. However, the case of uni-

forin- distribution for this noise was also investigated. Vorioaon of the tiveshold settings

could be accanommdted by varying the probability of the received phase falling in a

,vplon.

To determine the oppropriaot time to sample the recei ve output, the phase

shifts of the filter to F0 and F1 were calculated and the time of the zero crossings of the

difference frequency from 8F0 and O1:1 was determined. Since this corresponds to the

method proposed for symbol timing, the effect of filter variation upon the tim'klg was

automatically checked. A means of varying the sampling time about the value calculated

in this marner w provided.

3.3.2.2 Results

As previously stated, the approach used to obtain results wo. to choose

nominal values for the pirametors to be varied and to vary one at a time with the others

equal to their nominal value. The values chlmaer as nominal were the following:



I. Input filter: 4-pole modified linear phase - Shndwidth equal 14 MHz

2. Radio filters: 3-pole 0. 1-dS ripple TOY - Sandwidth equal 30 MHz;

3-pole lkitrworh - k 4width equal 30 MHz

3. Threshold sottings: 0 = 4.? (best tatting within 0.5?)

4. Phae JItter: 0.60 ,m,

5. Symbol Timing: I percent of symbol from best location

6. Frequency Ofsete None

7. Interference: None

S1. /ultipath: None

The perfo@ nce for this nominal configuration is shown in Figure 34 olong

with the boun, for multisymdbol coherent 4-ory FSK with a deviation ratio of 1/8. As

con be seen, the symbol error rate tracks the bound reasonably well over a wide range

of Eb/No. As can also be seen, tho value of 19.7 4 is required for 10-7 symbol error

rate, which is approximutely 1.4 A away frmn the bound. The perfonumance diverges

slightly from the bound at both higher and Ivwr error rates, being about 1.6 d4 away

ot 10- 13 and 1.9 A at 10-2 symbol error rate.

Figure 35 shows the performance over a uiolle- range of Eb/I%. As can be

seen, the tough perfo.-ance estimates based on minimum distonce alon. for the filter

used prP4e.-led performance opproxliately 0.7 dck away from the bound. As ;% also

apparent, the performance predicted for the unit bock-to-bck (without the rodio filter)

and with no jitter is quite 4:1kw. to the minimum distance prediction. Thus, the strategy

oi" using ter.tive re-isioms ccnes very close to the best performonce ovailable from the

filter. Alm shown are the results with bock-to-back operation and ('.50 me jitter

(amittiwg the link jitter). Thus, otie might conclude that oughly 0.7 4 difference from

the bound is fundamental to the filte7-limlter approach and th renwining 0.7 4 is due

I
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3.3.2.3 Filter Selection

The process employed in selecting the charoctefistics of the nominal filter

involved trying a variety of filters and observing their performance. Table 6 lists the

E6JNo necoisary to achieve 10-7 symbol error rate for a variety of different front-end

filters. All of these figures assume the nominal conditions other than the inpeot filte•.

As can be seen, using a modifed linear phase filter provides a reasonably significant gain

over that available from standard four-pole filters which utilize the standard frequt.ncy

translation. The performance voriation for different bandwidths and different numbers

of poles for the modified linrar phase configuration, however, is quite sna I•I.

In order to test the sensitivity of the performance to filter drift, each pole

of the modified linear-phase (MLP) filters was shifted by an amount randomly chos.n

from a uniform distribution corresponding to + 5 percent of the Q of the pole and I

percent of the center frequency. The results are shown in Table 7, wnere each filter

was perturbed with four independent trials. As can be seen, little loss occurs eAcept in

the naorower bandwidth case.

3.3.2.4 Radio Filter Variation

It was anticipated that the narrower and higher order ML? filters would

provide better protection against variation in the radio filters. Table 8 shows the Eb/.No

necessary for 10-7 symbol error rate when the 3 -pole Butterworth radio fiter is changed

to a 1-dB ripple Tchebycheff filter. Although loss occurs in all cases, rhe difference ;s

not great.

3.3.2.5 Threshold Settings

Figure 36 shows the Eb/Nc necessary to obtain 10-7 sy-nbol error wite versu.

the spacing of the threshold settings in degrees.
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TABLE 6. FILTER CHARACTERISTICS VS. Eb,/N 0

Chaorcteristic #Poles BW!SR EI,/No, for 10-7

0. 1 dB Rip:ple TY 4 1.0 22.c

Linear Phase 4 0.8 20.9

Mod. Linear Fhose 2 0.8 20.6

"2 1.0 19

"2 1.2 19.8

"4 0.8 20.0

"4 1.0 <2:;

I II

4 1.2 19.9
6 0.8 20.0

6 8 1.0 19.8

':6 1.2 19ý9

""8 0.8 20.0

" 8 I .0 19.7

Mod. Linear Phase 8 1.2 19.9
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TABLE 7. FILTER PERTLRSATKINS VS. Eb/No - MODIFIED

LINEAR PHASE FILTERS

opules SW So-•d. Va r, 1 Vor. 2 Vor. 3 Var. 4

2 0,8 20.6 21.2 20.5 20.8 20.3

2 1 0 19.8 1S .8 19.6 20.2 20.0

2 1.2 19.8 19.8 19.9 i9.9 20.0

4 0.8 20.0 1V.7 19.9 20.6 20,6

4 1.0 19.7 19.5 19.6 '9.5 19.6

4 1.2 19.9 19.7 19.7 19.7 19,6

6 0.8 20.0 20.0 20.6 20.3 19.9

6 1.0 19.8 19.9 20.0 20.2 20.2

6 1.2 19.9 20.0 19.8 19.9 19.8

8 0.8 20.0 19.9 19.9 19.9 20.0

8 1.0 19.7 19.6 19.6 19.7 19.8

8 1.2 19.9 19.8 20.1 19.8 19.9
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TAIKE 8. EFFECT OF CHANGING a-POLE BW TO 1 46 RIPPLE TOY

4vWs BW Stand. Conf. Perturbed

2 0.8 20.6 22.1

2 1.0 19.8 20.7

2 1.2 19.8 20.9

4 0.8 20.0 20.9

4 1.0 19.7 20.4

4 1.2 19.9 20.4

6 0.8 20.0 20.8

6 .0 19.8 20.3

6 1.2 19.9 20.4

8 0.8 20.0 20.4

8 1.0 19.7 20.5

8 1.2 19.9 20.9
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3.3 .2 .6 Phase Jitter

F igure 3? shows tho per~oimnanc. ves us phase I i ter For both unifkorm and

Guassion density functions for the phase.

3.3.2.f Syrrbol Tim-in,

Figure 38 shows the performance versus variation in symbol time. As can be

soon, the perfrm~nie :s quite seemitive to syrnbol time variation. The symbol time do-

duced by the computer and used in the nomrinal case, howsver, is rct as goodI o locatinn

as +oat available from a symbo! time "twee& knob .

3.3.2.8 Frequency Offset

Figure 39 shows the perfonriance versus frequency offset of the received

signal.

3.3.2.9 Interference Rejection

Figure 40 presents the interference performo-ce of the nominal baseline

system when an interferinq signal identical in nature, but with a diffirent PN sequence,

is present. The different curves represent the performance ve sus tle friquency separa-

tion of the two signals in units of the symbol rate The curve for zero separation repre-
sents; the case of cochonnel *-nterference. The horizoeotal line represent-s the symbol error

rates twioresponding to degradaticens of I df', 2 AB, and .3 AB from the i nterference- free

performance at 7O-dB Eb,'Na.

Tnble 9 lists the s~qnal-ýo-ir'terference ratios corresponding to the various

frequency separations and degrticktior. values.

Fijurr.~ 41 shows the symtbol error rate for an E6/1` 0 of 20 dB and a frequency

separction of two symbol rates for vat ,ous input filter choices. As cavn be seen, little

performance d~fference exists among the filters. This would seem to arguo. that the pre-

,-'irmnt cause of errors from interferin~g sigrwls with this spcing is the cochannel corr.-

poneni of the odjocent-chonrxel signal.
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TAMJ 9. 1vl INdS FOR SP"CIF'ID c*CGA:AuTION

($ynmbi iRo) I 1B 2 A 3 It

2 0 -10.,: -14.3 -16.5 EWNo 20 A
I 6-,7.3 ..7.5 -9.6 Kkominol $ytm"

1 .4 +2.1 -2.5 -5.1

1 .2 • .I+4.3 +2.2

1.0 '•14.8 + 10..5 +7.8

0 #26.2 +21-8 *19.5
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Section IV

HARDWARE DESCRIPTION

A breadboard modem incorporating the baseline concepts described in Section

Ill was constructed. The actual hardware is described in this section.

4.1 MODULATOR

The modulator is packaged in a 5-inch chassis with integral powor supplies.

The unit accepts data and return clock and provides a modulated 70-MHz signal at a

nominal level of +1 dBm. Figure 42 is a block diagram of the modulator.

The four tones are generated by mixing the crystal oscillator with bit rate and

symbol ,ate. This results in four frequencies with spacing exactly equal to tne symbol ra.e

and differing by an integrs.Il number of cycles per symbol time. The input data is blo~ked

into two bit words which control the s2lection of one of the four frequencies during each

symbol time. This forms a mod index equal 1, FSK signal centered at 225 MHz. The

phonse- of the tones are statically adiusted such that ell have +he same phase at the begin-

ning of a symbol time.

The mod indtA 1 signal i. divided by 8 to generate the desired mod index 1/8

signal at 28.,25 MHz. This signal Is buffered, filtered, and translated to 70 MHz by mix-

;ng with a 98.12.5-MHz oscillator. The necessity for conversion results from the irnplemen-

tation difficulties associated with the divide-by-8 function and frequency selector. Di-

re ,t generation requires the divide-by-8 and multiplier to operate at 8 x 70 MHz, or

560 MHz. Although this is within the state-of-the-art, it was felt that the risk and diffi-

culty did not outweigh the cost of the additional circuits.

No significant conceptual difficulties were encountered in the design, con-

struction, and test of the modulator.

Preceding page blank
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4.2 DEMODULATOR

The U;emodulator is packaged in a 7.25-inch chassis with integral power sup-

plies. The unit accept! a +1 dBm n~ninal signtal at 70 MHz and provides data and clack,.

Figulre 43 is a bloc',, diagram of the d-s•nodulator.

The operation of the un~t is described in detail in Seclior i1l. The received

signal is filtered and limited. The input filter approximates cv yymbcl-rate-wide modified

linear phase design with a generalized 4-pole-pa;r borKipass followed by two sections of

phase equalization. The composite delay distortion w-,s less than 5 ns. The requlied

carrier reference is generated by downconverting and multiplying by 6 to genera'e a

mod index I s'gnal with discrete frequencies. The purpose of downconverting is to all,--

'he use of readily available, low risk, voltage-controlled oscillators in the ph,-.-i.vcked

',p.. The two loops lock to the two lowest frequ-ncies. The botton, .'equency isdivided

by 8 and translated coherently to 70 MHz to serve as a referen:e for demodulation. The

upper frequency is mixed with the lower frequency to r.oduce symbol rate.

A single pair of quadrature phase detectors is used to measure the e,'ding

phases. The second phase detector described in Section Ill was eliriinoted by adding the

appropriate thresholds to the quadrature units. The phase detectors are sampled at the end

of the symbol time and the result processed by the logic. The detailed operation of the

logic is described in Para. 3.3.1.

No significant conceptual problems were encountered in the de•;gn, con-

struction, and test of the demodulator.
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Section V

TEST RESULTS

The test pmrogram includes tests at Harris ESD in Melbourne, Florida, and at

RADC in Rome, New York. The in-plant tests werm designed to provide a perfo,-nOnce

baseline from which to interpret results from later radio and link tests and to verify the

characteristics of various internal parameters. These tests were performed with the

modem looped back at 70 MHz with additive thermal noise. The RADC tests Included

both back-to-back tests with the LC8D radio and simulator and link tests utilizing the

Stockbrldge radio. The Test Plan is included In this report as Appendix D.

In this section, the test results are presented. The modem perform.nd quite

well and met or exceeded the design objectives in all cases.

5.1 BER vsEb/N

The design objective for the modem was an error rate of 10 or less at an

EF-/Ne, of 20 dB. The BER was measured in a variety of configurations, as described

below. Details of the test configuration and calibration are in Appendix D.

5.1.1 Back-to-Back Results

For this test, the modulator and dmodulator were connected directly at

7fl MHz. At the demodulator input, :hermal noise with an equivalent bandwidth oat

30 MHz was added at 70 MHz. A typical BER curve is shown in Figure 44. The

ml.timum-distance bound curve represents the performance theoretically attainable with

the 4 -ary FSK signal .tructure used. In the vicinity of c, 10- 7 BER, the measured dab

is approximately 1.7 dB from this L ,jnd. Referring to Figure 34, the bound for the

baseline approach is approximately 0.7 dB from the theoretical bound. This implies on

implementation loss of 1 dB for the modem as constructed. The most probable sources

of this degradation are the input modified ;!near phase filter and timnrg jittei. It should
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be n.oi that an additional 0.5 5 In performance is available by implementing the
second layer of tentiative dlecisiont ck~scr~bed in Par*. 3.3.1.

5.1.2 Microwave Rt-lc Simulator Results

Tr,-e miciawave radio simulator consists of two LCEID radios configured to

facilitate testing in various modes. The modem interfaced the radio at 70 MHz. The

radio was then looped back at 8 GHz via a coupler and the receive level wijs varied to

produce the curves of Figure 45.

The open-circle curve was token with no IF filtering in the radio. The

nominal bandwidth in this mode is 50 MHz. A BER of 10-7 was achieved at an Eb/No

of 20.3 dB. The measured data is 0.6 dD worse than typical laboratory measurements

made at 70 MHz. The amplitude response and delay distortion of the simulator were

measured. The amplitude characteristic varied by +0.5/-0.9 dB over the 14-MHz active

band. The delay distortion was +2/-4 ns over the bond, or 6 ns peak-to-peak. The

conclusion was reached that the delay distortion was probably the major contributor to

additional degradation.

The remnining plots were mode with either ý. 25-MHz, 3 pole-pair, equal-

ized Butterworth or a 30-MHz, 0.1 dB, 3 pole-pair Tchebycheff preceding the demod-
ulator. In the vicinity of a 10-7 BER•, the Butterworth Pflier resulted in a loss of approx-

imately 0.8 dB, while the Tchebycheff loss was approximately 1.0 dB worse. Although

the Tchebycheff has a wider bandwidth, the additional loss was expected due to the

poorer phase characteristic. A loss of 0.7 dB was predicted by Table 8 for replacement

of the Butterworth with a 1-dB Tchebycheff. The measured 0.2 dB difference appears

consistent with the experiment, which utilized a 0.1-dB Tchebycheff with a 30% greater
bandwidth.

5.1.3 Link Results

Measurements over a 36-mile, 8-GHz, microwave link were also made.

This was accomplished by looping the remote radio at 70 MHz and retransmitting
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to the simulator on a second fiequncy. The results of this exp.;irnept ore plotted in

Figure 46. The measured performance at a 10-7 BER is 21.6 dg. This represnts a

degrodatilt of 1 .3 dil over th% unfiltered simulator reult. The amplitude response of

the remote radio was maosured and found to be worse than that of the semulotor. The

amplitu$. was +-O.V -1.8 dB and the delay distortion was +2 ns/-6 ra, uT 8 ns peak-to-

peak. The additional distortion is probably the rnjor contributor to the cdditional

degradation.

5.2 INTRINSIC BER

The Eb/No was set at 30 dB ancd the BER observed for an extended period to

estimate the intrinsic BER of the modem-radio combination. A 2-hour period on the

simulator and on ihe link resulted in no errors. rhe number of error-free bits processed

in this period is approximately 2 x 1011. Based on this experiment, and after examining

the Jlope of the measured data in the 10-9 ,egion, it was concluded that the intrinsic

error rote is certainly less than 10-11 and probably less than 10-12.

5.3 SPECTRAL OCCUPANCY

The design objective was to ochie ve a 9 9 -percent power bandwidth of 0.5

times the bit rate. The predicted and measured spectra are shown in Figure 47. The

calculated spectrum has a 99-percent power bandwidth of C.5. A comparison with the

measured data indicates the actual spectrum is 0.5 or slightly less. The indicated increase

in the measured spectrum near 1 .0 results from the addition af the upper sideband from

ihe final translation. This was removed by a Dandpass filter within the modulatoi at

70 MHz.

A series of experiments was run with the simulator to determine the effects

of filtering and limiting the FSK spectrum. It was felt that this data would be useful in

determining the best strategy for complying with the stringent emission requirements of

FCC Docket 19311. This requirement specifies that the power in a 4-KHz bandwidth at

the bond edge (0.25) be 50 dB below the total power c.nd that an ultimate floor of 8C dB
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be reached at 0. 45. As shown In Figue 47, the unfi leered spectn*m '-ev ts tOw -504A

ruwqu~e ownsatO0.25. The'fnak frmd-5 Ato -W dtIs misoodby amaxio~nt of 16dA

In the vicinty of 0.45.

For xiperlameeol purposes, tOc nodified lineur phase filter in the demodulaow

-wsos onfiguredas a tronuit ~ilter. Figs, * 481 at spectri-va anc lyzer plot *f the unmodi-

fldmodukato 7O-Mbiz ouput. Nate that thsplot has th sm shope asthat of Figure

47, but the absolute level Is difeorent by as -wchi 6 4. This ruwlted fram the use of *he

video filter with the log mode and a 3-4Hz rather thwn a 4-kliz IF. The plot of Figur

47 repieet the ovte-ge logaritbm rather than the overoge po r, and !ience Indicates

a hWger absolute level. However, for the purpose of observing thes relative spectmomw

restoration resulting fiwnt limiting, the plots are quite adeq~uate.

The nominal 8--0Hz output spectrum is shown in F;%pe 49. 11 Figures 50
and 51, tie spactra were measured with the ~iira~r phase filter i iserted at 70 MHz.

Comparing Figures 48 and 50, it can 6e soen that the side-lobelevel has been reduced

by approximatesly 174A. Comparing Figures 49 and 51, the side-lobe :evel is reduced

by more than 9 Al. This resIt lnd!cotos that a signilficoint portion of the filtering neces-

inexpensive and easy to replace filters.

5.4 IN.TSWFRENCE REJECTION

The BER performance at selected Eb/NO1 s was measured wit6 both cochonnel

and adjacent-channel interference. The interference was identical to the desired signal,

as described in Appendix D.

5.4.1 Cochorinel lnterference

The results of the cochianneI interferenc test ore iisteci in Table 1U. In this

table, CIR is the ratio in A of the desired s~jvIo to the interfering signol. rho degro-I

dotion is calculated by reading from Figure 45 the difference in Ej/N0 between the BER

with interference and the BER without interference.
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TABLE 10. DEGRADATION FROM COCHANNEL INTERFERENCE

E6/No (riB) CIR (dB) Degradation (dB)

15.0 27.4 0.2

24.4 0.3

21.4 0.4

20.0 27.4 0.4

24.4 1.6

21.4 3.4

23.0 27.4 1.7

24.4 2.0
21.4 3.2
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5.4.2 Adjacent-Channel Interference

Asimilarexper mentwasperformnedwth the interfering signal placed in the

upper and then the lower adjacent channel. The center frequency of the interference

was set at ± 7 MHz relative to the band edge of the conter channel. The results are

listed in Table 11.
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TABLE 11. DEGRADATION FROM ADJACENT-CHANNEL INTERFERENCE

Eb/No (dB) CIR (dB) Degradation (dB)

20 21.4 0.4

(Low) 18.4 0.6

23 21.4 0.4

18.4 0.8

20 21.4 0.0

(High) 18.4 0.3

23 21.4 0.0

18.4 0.4

12
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Section VI

CONCLUSIONS AN) RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 CONCLUSIONS

A practical modem technique providing the desired bit error rate and spectral

occupancy wi+ hurd-limiting radio sets was constructed and successfully tested. The

modem implements a new technique for coherent, multksymbol detection of 4-ary FSK

which performs within 0.7 dB of optimum anJ is signifihantly less complex than the

classical demodulator.

The analytical and experimental results indicate that the modem provides a

bandwidth efficiency of 2 bits per hertz and an error rate of 10 or less at an Eb/No of

20 dB. It was concluded that the modem provides a practical and efficient mechanism

for converting an analog FDM-FM line-of-sight microwave system to high-density digital

operation by replacement of the modulation elements.

6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that a program be undertaken to refine tl-: breadboard

design toward operational ha'dware to facilitate additional test and evaluation. This

program should focus on optimizing the cost performance and operational characteristics

of the modem. Performance features to be evaluated include acquisition, a second layer

of decision processing, 1-bit-per-hertz operation, and emission-control techniques.
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APPENDIX A

CONSTANT ENVELOPE M-ARY SIGNALLING POWER SPECTRA

In this Appendix the general expressions for spectra of constant envelope

digital angle modulation signals are developed. These are the expressions tsed in the

signal design effort of the study.

Form of Constant Envelope Signals Considered

The signals we consider are of the form:

s(t) = Acos (wct+ 0(t)) (A-1)

where

A = constant amplitude

wc = carrier frequency

0(t) -- information-carrying angle modulation

We assume that wc > > frequencies of 0(t). Under this condition it becomes much

easier in the sequel to work with the low-pass equivalent complex signal

z(t) = Aei#(t) (A-2)

We restrict our consideration of #ý(t)' s to the following type. 0(t) must be made to vary

in response to a iequence of digital symbols which we denote by uO0, 01, 02 ... .

where ai is allowed to be on M-ary symbol, aiE r1, M We shall allow 0(t) in the

ith symbol interval to be of the form

P ei(t) = ig (t- iT)+9i, iT < t < (i 1) T (A-3)

Precdiait pa6 Ilanlk A-1



where

II

T M-ary symbol time

(t) 01 W i (t) ¢ M (t)1 a set of M phase shapes

defined over timp lnteroal [0, T We will call those fC; 's the

phase trajectories.

0,= an initial starting phase at the b~qinning of the ith symbol defined

by the recurs;on:

. = -1+ ai-1

•ao = not phase incre.nent relative to carrier incurred when symb6'•l ai

is transmitted.

The foim of e(t) specified in Equation (A-3) requires that the shap; of the phase function

during each symbol time be selected from one of M busic shapes (the .ai 's) depending

upon al. In addition, the beginning phase is always the net accumulated phase caused

by all preceding symbols. With this form we can treat all forms of continuous and dis-
continuous phase angle modulation signals. As an example, Figure A-1 shows the two

s for binary mod index = h continuous phase FSK. We note with regard to Figure

A-I, and for all contirous phase signuls in general, a1I Val (0) must equal 0.

Figure A-2 shows binary PSK phase trajectories as an example of a discontin-

uous phase trajectory angle modulation. Figure A-3 shows arbitrary discontinuous binary

Derivation of Power Spectra

Now that we hove detailed the type of constant envelope signalling we are

coi odering, we derive here the spectral density for such sigrals. Consider an N-symbol

A-2
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segment of the low-pass equivalent complex signal of Equation (A-2). We shell call this

segment zN (t). It is given by

N-i

1 J(t) A e (t-iT)+ 9i (A-4)
zN (t) Ap L(t -iT)i =0

where

1, 0 < t < T
p (t) 0

0, elsewhere

We employ the segmented Fourier transform approach to derive the spectrum of z(t). With

this approach the spectrum is given by

S(w) = IFN (w) 2 (A-5)

N --- oo NT

where FN (w) is the Fourier transfoim of zN (t). The bar in Equation (A-5) denotes

taking the expected value over all random variables. From Equction (A-4) it is evident

that

N-i fT

N Nand

FN(W) !2 =A 2 , N-i N-°i , f>+°i° ,j eia~-w dx

i=0 1=0 A

A-4



T

T e -iat (Y) e 4 jwy dy (A-7)

'Co

'The expected value of Equation (A-5) must be taken over all possible values of 9j, 01, I
%i and ?kt. Taking the expecte values is facil~itoted by splitting the ckduble summation
of Equation (A-7) into two parts thus

FN- T T A2* e(x) - Pa; ay) elw (X-Y) dx dy (A8
FN(w)12A I ~ AB

N-i N-1 T TA2 e • -Ji0-1) wT e J(@i-of) eJ i (roi e-JiL• o e- fa, (Y)e+'Wy dy

i=0 1=0I ~i,

The first term in Equation (A-8) is for i f and the second term is for i / I.

In the second ,erm of Equation (A-8), ( i / I), it should be evident that the terms for

which i < I are comp!ex coniugates of corresponding terms for i > I. Equation (A-8) can

therefore be rewritten as
N-I

IFN (w> 2 =0A2  f e i W(x) - 'ai (Y)] e-iw (X-y) dx dy (A-9)

+2A 2 Re N- I N- I e -jwT (i -1) e i (T ei Oi W e -iwX
t:0 i 1+l1

Re ' e-jifat (Y) +iwy dy

A-5



K -I

The first of Equation (A-9) is commonly referred to as the "self-spectrum",

since it involves products of Fourier transforms in the some time slot; the second term is I
referred to as the "cross-spectrum", since it involves cross-products of Fourier transforms

from tw• different time lots.

We requio,% the expected vohlt of Equatiok (A-9) for computing spectrum as

in Equation ( ). It is written as

I ~ T T

IFN (w)J 2 A21 N J kV * W (x- *0y .- iw(x-Y)dx dy (A-10)

N-i -wT(i-o iN(-i-f) VaT -Twx
+2A 2 Re a y ewe el ,0a(x) e dx

1=0 i=I+ I

foT e-%0y' e + jwy d
T

We note that in terms of Aat (net phase increment relative to carrier coused by symbol

ai ) we can write

nl

i.e., thde net phase change from 6eginni-g of the Ith symb:l to beginning of the ith

symbol 0i ,. ) is the sum of the phase increments of the intervening symbo•:ls. 'rhe reason

for the contribution, Aa, being split from the sum will be clear momentarily. With this

rottion, the expected value required in the cross-spectral term of Equation (A-10)

becomes

A-6



T T d

e *(G o) fo %i (4' . -iWx dx fc -i Valty) . (A-li)y

=I - I. . (A - 1 1 )

A- 1- j i I (T) - w *T r (Y-A 0 1 ] * 0-jwyin-|' f+ no 0 iw dxj e-i[ wy dy

We note that the overall expected value has been split into the product of three inde-

pendent terms' expected values. We shall now define +aekf)llowing functions:

M
C()e i "m (x)

m-I 
(A- 12)

i(x)Q eifai(x) -Aai I i tr )

m 1 !

fix equally likely M-ory symbols.

Fur'her, we note that

01+af"n I!(A- I•nf +n

e n e-

C (T

where we have used the i'ýct that A lfn(T) using E juations (A- 11), (A- 2),

and (A-13) in Equation (A-16), we obtain

A-7



Ii f (A-14))

Orr

K IF ~ 2A2Nf f Y)()-~.i} -jw (x-y) dx dy(A14

I 2f t AN y) e
T - wx d

2 jw 0 ;-(-I "Joi - -

or

IF Nw) 2 ~A 2 N ~ , L ~ l(X)i-wx dj (A- 15)

.1 N- I N-I -iw ewTC(;1~~+2A 2 R[I CW(x) eT I jD (yd'e I I:0 (ZT+ 1

For the double sumnmtion on i and ( in the cross-spectrum we can group those terms for
, , _ . .. a - . k. .L,- 1. ,-rt ,. su , ingle- imnation thus:

N-I N-1 jwT I -i wT I , N-,,, ... ... .

Thv, Equation (A-15) bocomes:

2 
2 M fOm

IFN (w) - A N 1 e e dx
M m=1 (A-16)

+2A2  I~d~ ~y )iwrC- )
2Cj(x)j y -jwT iwT (N-

+2A2 Re [ COW) e-i d x D,(y) e-iwyyl "e T I(N-k) Te8(T

A-8



substituting Equation (A-16) into (A-5), we arrive at an expression for the spectral

density, S (wI:

2 2
A 2 1 T~ jPm (x) -jwx 2

S(w) - -- Y e e dx (A- 17)
T Mm=o

+2A -jyd jwT Lm i-~
R e C (x) e-lwxdx[f De(y)e-WYd e- Lim N- iwTC(T

N--o k -

To complete the derivation of spectrail density now we must evaluate the limit of the

sum in the cross-spectral term:

Lim (I k -' C k-I (A-19)

N -..oo k I N

We must dstinguish two cases to evaluate this limit: I C (T)j < I ond C (T) I

Case 1: j C (T)j < 1

-When IC (T)I < 1, the limit obvious Y exists and is given by

N- 1 jwT k-
El • I - e C ýp(T

W n Q )(e-iw CI(, ) k (4-1ga)

k00\

e 1/C(w (T) )(A-I b)

A-9



--~
Substituting Equation (A-19b) into Equation (A-17) yields the Case 1 S(w):

S(w) - Case I,1 C (T)I< I

S2 M ix 2
T M -T ejm(x) e dx

T M m= 1Jo(A-20)

2A FT _jwx [ yd w

2A2 Re Cp(x) e d DV (y) e dy] -wT
I T -e Cf(T)

We note that the condition Cf(T)I < 1 has resulted in an entirely conf'nuous spectrum.

There are no spectral lines indicated in Equation (A-20). We shall see in the following

,hat IC(T) 1 w'll introduce delta functions in the spectrum.

Case 2: 1c COMI = I
I I

Just as ini Case 1, we wi.h to evaluate the limit given in Equhation (A-18). However,

since i (T)= 1, the infinite sum does not converge for the frequencies such that

-jwT -ij2rn
e CýP(T) =- e , n an arbitrary integer (A-21)

and it will turn out that these will, in fact, be the frequencies at which there are delta

functions in the spectrum.

Let L's initially look ut Equcit;on (A-21) more rarefully. in this case

Ci(T) e (A-22)

A-!O



since the magnitude is unity. Equation (A-21) is therefore

-jwT jic -j27rn
e e e

-c -j2•rn
e-J (w - T .)T j27•

Te

or W n . , 0, +1'.. (A-23)
T T

The frequencies indicated by Equation (A-23) are the locatikns of spectral lines about

the assumed center frequency, They will be offset from the carrier by 1 and spaced1 T adsae
at the symbol rate, I

TI

A

II
L

A-li



APPENDIX B

"COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR SPECTRAL OCCUPANCY

In this Appendix we shall show the technic, z -. ed in a Fortran computer program

generated during the study to find spectral occupancy for arbitrary angle modulation sig-

nals. In Appendix A the spectral density for M-ary digital angle modulation is given by:

A2  M T T1S Tw = j=f f ei';() (y)l "iw(x-Y)dx dy -)

2 T- - R e W- j e -x) e ' d T •j w im o
SRe ew~ TC ()D *(y) eWYdy I C (T) e-

o u---O

I C,(T)I< 1

The reader is referred to Appendix A for definition of terms. The condition that IC (T)I< 1
means there are no spectral lines in the spectrum. The first term in Equation(B-I)is the self
spectrum and The seo •'- '• ve crss - pectrum.flco u ,,,=-1 iss acrm

We have calculated P(wo) with the computer program by at)proximating each of the
F,(t) by a series of N steps, as shown in Figure B-1. Each of the steps has a duration

r =_. , as shown in Figure B-I. The value of the phase in the nth step interval for the

ith f. is givt.i by 9. . We shall restrict ourselves in w.at follows to the stepwise approx-
F in

imation to continuous phase angle modulation wherein the initial phase of the carrier a+

the mth symbol time is r(d ) N' i.e., the ending phase of the preceding symbol.

Examining the first term (self spectrum) of Equation (B-1),we find +at it is piven by

A M N N igim iii m wx nT "-~( N e =);ATnI I I e ed "xf e >dy (B-2)

Si=1 m=1 1i=1 J(m- IA)T n- I)

Now since f r elWX dx re Sinc - (B-2A)
f 2(m-i)'B

S8B-i



•i(t)l

6iN

1 I
j2I

Symbol

Time

Figure B-1. Stepwise Approximation tooi(t)
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! where Sinc x Sinx
x

Equation (&,2) can be written as

2r2 M N NA2 2M N N ii -ign iw(n-m)-" 2 w7-

S (w) =I 1 6 *iirn e in n • sinc w (B-3)MT i= m=l n=l

The power within bandwidth wa about the carrier, due to S (w),is given by
aS

--a

P a(W.) 2 S (w) dw
*Wa

2 M N N 2 _P(w A T.. I I 'i m i~in wnmsic-)s a MN i=1 m=l n=I W " ew(n-m) sinc 2 -- dw (B-4)

2

If we mcke the definition

I_ . " a,2 iw(n-m).r .2 wr (B_
Jw (n,m) Jwa 4U-m +-w 0 /2 e- wn n) 2 dw

Wa/2

and

C. A ejgimim -

we have

)A2.r M N N

P (W I- I C. CP MN (wa) - i in wa (n, m) (B-6)

Defining a vector

B-3



and a matrix J whose (n,m) entry is Jwa(n,m), we can rewrite Eqution (B-6) am

A•M
P (w A r Fr. j T (B-7)

Equation (0-7) gives the contribution of the self sctrum to in-bond power. We

now requciý' 'tie contributiLi of the cross-spectrum to in-band power, the spectral density

being the sucond term of Equation (B-i). If we define a term G(w) such that

=fT

G(w) CC(x) e-WXdx D *(y) e + d (8-8)

then we can write the cross-spectrum from Equation (B-1) as

2A + _i 1+)wT
S () 2 Re I C (T) e G(w) (B-9)
c T

We now examine G(w) of Equation (B-8) to see what results when the phase functions
th

consist of discrete steps. C (x) and D. (x) in the n step interval are given by

C 1 M" _iin (5-10)

I M i jl

D _i((in -giN) (B-11)
n M i=I

and, consequently

C,(x) e-Wdx I C n e dx
0n=1 n 1)7I

Nv, (n-1/2) wT-"
"rIC e sinc (B-12)

n=

B-4



Similarly,

STD* * +iwT(m-1/2) n _(-D*(y) •+'wy d. I D e sinc 2(B- 13)

ro m=1 m 2

From Equations (B-12), B-13), cnd(B-8) we thus arrive at
N N
N 2 CD* jwT(m-n) 2 w.(()1 CD esinc2 (B- 14)

m=1 n=1 n m

Fro-v •..n (3 and (B-14) we thus arrive at

2A2 R2 * ijw(m-n-(t+1)N) 2 w-S (w)N Re I C1 I I C O ' sinc (B-15)c T F =C N m=1 n=1 n m 2

The power within bandwidth wa contributed by the cross term is thus

.+Wai

Pc(WI ^A -Y) dw (B-16)

2NN2A NN *+Wa wr(Wm-n-(f +1) N) 2 wrN Re CI C I m e sine -- dwN gz0 N m n ~mJ a2 2
.-w

a/2

From the definition of Jwo(n,m) in Equation (B-5), we note that Equation (B-16) can

be written as

A Re a C M-1 T 1  Jra (m-n-(f +1) N

If we let

N N .
A I Ie n Cn D Jwa (m-n-(I+ 1)N) (B-18)

m~j n=1 nm

B-5



th
If we f-.rther lot C and B be vectors whose n components are give•.i by Equations (B-10)

and (B-11), and Jf be a matrix whose (m,n) entry is given by

J, (rn,n) = Jwa (m-n- ( I + 1) N) (B-19)

Equation (B-18) can be written as

A, = -JD*T (B-20)

and the contribution of the cross-spectrum to power in band wa is given by

2
PR(w.) = 2A2 I C Al (B-21)N 1I=0 N

The total power in band wa, P(wa), from Equation (B-7) and (B-21), can now be

written as

P(w -) + 2Re N (8-22)

The computer program we produced during the study computes P kwa) by

Equation (B-22). Obviously, the infinite sum involved in the cross-spectrum is not

computed exactly bul is truncated at large enough I that little inaccuracy is intro-

duced. Sinco CN 1, the infinite series converges.

We reproduce below the Fortran program for evaluating P(wa) by Equation (B-22).

The preceding expressions for spectral occupancy were for the case that

M1CV (TMji I (T)

and this condition corresponds to there being no spectral lines in the resulting signal. We

also considered the case

C (T)I I
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which corresponds to spechal lines for - .c, Appendix A gives the s"ectrol density as

S (•) Vi (Y) e iW(x" Y) dx dyS~)MTI

"A2 T 2i

A2  w -m/ 2 -- - T C (x) e dx

T T-
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APPENQIX

PERFORMANCE CF FILTERED MFSK-LIMITER

DISCRIMINATOR DETECTION

For the multilevel FSK signals of great interest in a 2 bits/Hz 99-percent spectral

occupancy modern, an o&vious demodulator is the limiter//discriminator. The limiter/dis-

criminator enjoys the distinction of simplicity, expecially in comparison .co the coherent

demods discussed iA Section III. In particular, the demod of interest here simply samples

the output of the discriminator once per M-ary symbol time and a/d's the sample to yield

lc• 2 M bits for the output decision. The discriminator is modeled as a device which out-

puts a signal proportiona! to the instantaneous frequency of the input signal. A Fortran

computer program has been developed here capable of determining the error rate for

M-ary FSK signals embedded in white Gaussian noise passed through a filter specified by

its poles and zeros and det'cted by such a demodulator. The analytical basis for the car,-

puter program is discussed below and some of the results obtained are presented.

Analytical Basis for Discriminator Demodulation of FSK Sig•nals

The computer program computes the probability of symbol error for a limiter/dis-

criminator based on the probability d;stribution of instantaneous frequency for the signal

plus noise. The distribution is derived in Chapter 8 of Schwartz, Bennett, and Stein.1

If v is the instantaneous frequency relative to the carrier frequency, then it is shown that

TPla I - <)0 exp 10 (/a6 (C-i1

where Q (a, b) is the Marcum-Q function:

2 2
Q (a, b) = fOexp a +X 10 (ax) xdx

1b2w

and 10 (z) - 2 p (z cosg) dg

Communication Systems and Techniques, Mischa Schwartz, William R. Bennett, and
Seymour Stein, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1966, Chapter 8, Section 8-4, p. 329.
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This psrg has been used to detonmine the average error rate for various M-ory

FSK sigmns and vorlout Ilput bundposs filters. Some of our results ore in the iollowing

section.

Reults Obtained with Campute+ Program

The cowqwter prorm discussed briefly previously is sLufficiently complex that a

ckeck oti the accuracy of its predictions is desirable. Some experimental results were

found for binary FM in a report2 by EMO, and their measured results were coanpored

against the computer prediction. The particular cae consiiered involved a bondpas

filter of the four-pole BIowel type ahead of the limiter/discrimnatur. The ratio of 3-dB

filter bandwidth to bit rate was set at ). The binary modulating wovefotm was alternating

one-zoros and the mad-indem was 0.75. The only difference between the EMR setvp and

that for which the camputer was run is EAR's inclusion of a low-pass filter at the discrim-

inctor oultpui. This LPF had a 3-dB bandwidth 1 I x bit rate. The effect of this filter is

pro131ly wsall in this case.

The results are plotted in Figure C-I. The solid curve is from Figure 5-1 of the

reierence6 EnAQ report and the two points are from The computer pwrograu. vc, i.uce

ogreement between the two results was encouraging and helped establish faith in the com-

puter progotWY's predictions.

Figure C-2 provides some additional curves obtained with the computer program.

These curves are for an eight-pole Bessel bandp•ss filter ahead of the limiter,/discrimina-

tor. The signal into the bandass filter is 8 -ary FSK with mod index - 1/8 (the frequency

spacing between adjacent frequencies is 1/8 the symbol rate). Average symbol error rate

is plotted against the bandposs filter 3-dB bandwidth/bit rate ratio for various E /N at

the input to the filter. Note that the error rote deteriorates as the baronwidth increases,

because of more noise allowed into the discriminator. As th* bandwidth is decreased the

2 "Experimental Determination of Signal-to-Noise Relationshiý,s in PCM/FM and PCM/PM
* Transmission, " Int*rim Report, for NAS4'God&rd Space Fligrs Center, Contract

NAS5-505, October20, 1961, Electro-Mechanical Research, Inc., Sarasota, Fla.
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The computer program developed here contains routines for both these functions. [he

pacarmtters for Equation (C-1) are defined below.

A A __ __)2-(C-2)

+(2f2) - 4w ?7f

2*2 't
b 2 2 +4 + (C-3)

+tj~ +(2w 2 IF 4w-nf 1  VFiwf 2  - 1
The (-) sign in Equation (C-3) gives a and (+) gives b. R in Equation (C-3) is the envelope

o4 the noise-free input signal cnd R is its derivative. *1 is the noise-free instantaneous

frequency relative "o t'e carrier frequency of the input signal. N is the mean input

noise power fI ond f 2 are essentially functions of the input filter. If G (f) is the normal-

ized power density spectru'm of the low-pass equivalent of the filtered noise, then f and

Sare given by

+ CC(f df

+ CO 2 2(C-4)II~~ G 2f dj1/

f and f, are tkereiore interp' etable 1s the meon and rms frequencies in G (f).

The computer program computes the parameters f and f2 and N, Qiven ,) par-

ticulcr bandpass filter and additive white Gaussian noise density. Then fur a particular

M-ary FSK input symbol seqg ence, the parameters R, R, and 41 are eva!uated at the

selected symbol sampling times. (hese quantities ar'e used in evaluating Yhe distribution

in Equation (C-1) to determine the probability that the instantaneous frequency for each

symbol lies outside the appropriate range to decide the symbol correctly (i .e,, the pro-

bability of symbol error is determined). If the probability of. deciding the symbols in error

is averaged over a sUfficiently long representative sequence or M-Ory symbols, the aver-

age error rate for M-ory FSK when demodulated by the limiter/dliscriminator is obtained.
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FM signal I*gins to be distorted severely, also I-%ding to performance degradation

There is in optimum bandpass filter bandwidth in this case around 1/3 the bit rate, which

is the symbol tate far the eight-leve; FSK signal, as one might expect. Such curves are

useful in determining the optimum bandpass filter bandwidth.

As another example of the results obtained with the computer program, Figure C-3

is included. Here, th, performance ctf $-ary FSK with mod index = 1/b with discriminator

detection is plotted. The salid curves are for an eigh--pole Bessel input bandposs filter.

The dashed curve is for a four-pole Bossol filter. The dashed curve is for a 3-dB band-

width/it rate ratio of 1/3 aoid represents the best performance found to date for the

limiter/d~scriminator detector for 8-ary FSK mod index = 1/8. Also iricluded for refer-

ence in Figure C-2 is the performance for one-symbol coherent and noncoherent receivers

for this signal. Note that the linyit.r/discriminator performance is only abouit 1 dB worse

than the optimum one-symbol observation noncoherent receiver. This performance is
-7approximately 7 dB away from the design goal of 20 dB Eb/N at P = 10- (the design

goal is essentially one-symbol coherent performance). The simplicity of the limiter/

discriminator demod ;s attractive relative to the coherent receiver structures, however.

The curves of Figure C-3 point out the fact that the IF bandpass filter must be

choson coreful!y for optimum performance with the limiter/discriminator demod. The

Beswl filters have particularly linear phase response across the band. Other filters such

as Tchebycheff filter with pocr phase lineatity, can severely cripple the performance.
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APPENDIX E,

TEST PLAN

1.0 SCOPE

This plan describes a fhst program for the Broadband Digital Modem. The

tests will be conducted at RADC and at Harris ESD in Melbourne, Florida.

2.0 OBJECTIVE

The overal! objective is to characterize the critical performance parameters

cf the modem. Specific tests include the following:

a. BER vs Eb/No vs IF filtering;

b. BER vs Eb/NO vs interference; and,

c. Transmit spectrum with filtering and limiting.

3.0 MODEM DESCRIPTION

The Broadband Digitai Modem was developed to improve the available

bandwidth e.,iciency in digital line-of-sight microwave systems. The ormary perform-

once objective is a 10-7 BER at an E/No of 20 dB at a data rate of 27.175 Mb/s. The

unit provides a bandwidth efficiency of 2 bits per hertz of RF bandwidth, and interfaces

at 70 MHz with hard-limit'ng rad~o systems.

3.1 Technique Description

The modulation technique is continucus-phuse, 4-ary FSK with a moduiation

index of 1/8 (i.e., the four tones are spaced at 1/8th the symbvs rate frequency inter-

vals). The modulator is shown conceptual'y in Figure D-1. The demodulatnr employs

coherent detection and multisymbol observation techniques to achieve the required

performance. The demodulktor is shown in Figure D-2.
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3.2 Hardware Description

The modulator and demodulator are individually packaged in 19-inch chassis

with integral power supplies. On the transmit side, the modulator provides a bit rate

ckcck and accepts data and assc iated timing through 75-ohm, unbalanced, bipolar

interfaces. The modulated 70-MHz carrier is outputted at a +1 dBm level to the radio.

The demodulator accepts a +1 dfm, 70-MHz signal from the radio and outputs data and

synchronous timing.

4.0 TEST PROGRAM

The test program includes tests at Harris ESD in Melbourne, Florida, and

at RADC. The in-plant tests are designed to provide a performance baseline from which

to interpret results from the later radio and link tests and to verify the characteristics of

various internal parameters. These tests are performed with the modem loope•d back at

70 Mliz with additive thermal noise. The RADC tests include both back-to-back tests

with the radio and simulator and link tests utilizing the Stockbridge radio.

4.1 In-Plant Tests

The test configuration for in-plant tests is shown in Figure D-3.

4.1.1 E/No Calibration

The calibration of E/No is accomplished directly at the demodulator input.

The signal attenuator is set at 120 dB and the noise power is measured using a filter with

a known noise bandwidth. The noise bandwidth is established by graphical integration

techniques. The signal attenuator setting is then decreased until the total power increases

by 3 dB. At this point, the signal and noise powers are equal and the SNR is 0 dB in the

filter bandwidth. The noise bandw~dth of the filter is 33.33 MHz, or 0.9 dB greater

than a bit rate bandwidth. The E/No is then +0.9 dB at this attenuator setting. The

desired E/No is obtained by adjusting the attenuator setting.
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4.1.2 Spectral Occupa•_y

The objective of this test is to demonstrate that 99 percent of the transmitted

energy is contained within an RF bandwidth of one-half the bit rate. A computer-gen-

erated spectral mask, plotting energy in a 4-kHz bandw idth versus offset frequenry from

center, is available. The actual transmit spectrum is plotted using a spectrum arnalyzer

set for a 3-kHz IF bandwidth. The absolute level is calibrated by observing the differ-

ence in spectral height at center frequency between an unmodulated tone and a randomly

modulated signal. Since ýhe computer mask meets the 99-percent requirement, the actual

tranmnitter also does if the transmitted spectrum falls on or below the mask,

4.1.3 Bit Error Rate vs E/No

The objective of this test is to characterize the BER performance of the

modem over the range from 10r 2 to 10-9 as a function of E/No. The test setup is cali-

brated as in Porc. 4.1 .1, above. The attenuator is adjusted to provide an E/No of

10 dB. The erroi detector is adjusted to provide an error sample of at least 100 events.

The indicated error rate is recorded on 7-cycle semi-log paper. The atter.uator is

adjusted to provide an E/No of 11 dB and the indicated error rate is recorded. This

process is repeated until an E/No of 22 dB is reached.

4.1.4 rKesidual Error Rate

The objective of this test is to demonstrate that the residual or noise-free

error rate of the modem exceeds 10-10. The noise attenuator is set to 120 dB. The error

detector is set to count errors per 1011 clock counts. (Note: Approximately I hour is

required per reading, and two or more samples may be required.)

4.2 RADC Tests

The test configuration for the RADC tests is show!) in Figure D-4. The over-

all objective of these tests is to characterize the modem performa ce when interfaced
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with the LC8D radio. The link analyzer is used to document the amplitude and delay

characteristics of the :est configuration.

4.2.1 E/N 0 Calibration

The calibration of E/No is accomplished directly at the deniodulatotr input.

A fixed-gain omplifier is required outboard to the radio to provide the power level

necessary for the HP 431C meter. With the waveguide shutter closed and the simulator

configured for loop bock at 8 GHz, tle downconverttsr (D/C) noise is read through the

calibrated filter with the receiv attenuator set at 90 dB. The attenuator setting is then

decreased until the mteter reading increases by 3 d3, which indicates the SNR in the

calibrated filter is 0 dB. As described in Para. 4.1 .1, above, E/No is + 0.9 dB at this

point. The desired E/No is obtained by adjusting the attenuator se~ting.

4.2.2 Spectral Occupancy

The objective of this test is to determine the degree to which ihe transmitted

spectrum conforms to the requirements of FCC 19311. A second objective is to determine

the effects of hard limiting on the filtered spectrim.

4.2.2.1 Unfiltered Output Spectrum

The objective of this test is to determine the effects of hard limiting on the

nominal, unfiltered, modulator output spectrum as related to the FCC 1931 1 requirement,

The modulator output spectrum is plotted whh the spectrum analyzer and x-y plotter. The

modulator output is then applied to the U/C and the 8-Gtz spectrum recorded in a similar

manner. The two curves are then compared to determine the spectral effects of the hard-

!!miting transmitter.

4.2.2.2 Filtered Output Spectrum

The objective of this test is to derermine the net fil;efing gain available

when the r:oJulatoi output is filtered and then passed through a hard limiter. It is
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anticipated that ome spectrum ,estomation will occur in the limiter. The 14-MHzf

4-pole filter in the demodulator is used as a transmit filter directly on the modulator

output. The 70-MHz and 8-GHz spectra ore recorded and compared as in Pare. 4.2.2. 1,

above.

4.2.3 Sit Error Rate vs F.,/I

The objective of this test is I* charocterixe the BER and the recovered clock

jitter performonce of the modem as a function of E/Na. Tests are run with th, simulator

looped at 8 GHz and over the link to Stockbridge and back. The test setup is calibro*ed

1as described in Para. 4.2.1. The receive attetuator is used to odjust E/No in I-d steps.

The BER is recorded at each step to produce a complete 7 -cycle graph of performance as

a function of E/No. The compu'ing -ounter is used to measure rec>vered clock jitter,

in appropriate.

4.2.4 Bit Error Rate vs E./Nn and IF FierLng

The objective of this test is to determine the effects of IF fltering on the

peformance of rte moam \e. VLthL, .:- -.im .... r o-d at 8 G-M, the nperfnrmance tests

of Para. 4.2.3, above, are repeated with 25-MHz and 33-MHz IF filters.

4.2.5 Residual Error Rate

I he objective of this test is to demonstrate that the residual o, noise-free

error rote of the modem operating over the link exceeds 10-10. The receive attenuator

is odiusted to piovide on E./NO of 30 dB. Errors are accumulated for approximately 3

bouts.

4.2.6 Cochannel and Adjacent-Channel Interference

The objective of this tect i, to determine the effects of co- und adjacent-

channel interference on BER performance. The Stockbridge loop-around is uied as the

desired signal. The intertfeirv signal is generated by power-dividing the modulator
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output toobtain a second 70-MHZ sigral and drivlng the second simulator t,,w, Itter.

The i.asltor oscillotor is adjusted to provide co- or adaocent-channel 'Lnserference.

The rum"itter output Is suwvmed with the desired sigoll at the receiver front end. The

calibration piocedute described in Pora. 4.2. 1, abov., is repeated for the indtvidui

signals. Th a•bllute interference level is calibroted with the waveguide shutter closed.

Attenuators am added to proride tký apprepriatc level. The desired sigial is rocalibroted

by opening the shutter wid disconnecting the interference at 8 GHz, leaving the otten-

uators on the summer. With the de~red signal ao on E/No yielding an error rete of approx-

imotely 10-8, the interference evel is voried and tthe chang•r in error "ota noted. The

loss in effective (/No ii calctlated by finding the two error rates on the metalsed curve

nnd reading the E/No difference. The experiment is repeated for interfrence translated

one channel above and one channel below the desired goal.

5.0 TEST DATA EVALUATION

The test results are analyzed ond provided In Sectiov. V of this report.
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